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GENERALIZED WILLMORE ENERGIES, Q-CURVATURES, EXTRINSIC

PANEITZ OPERATORS, AND EXTRINSIC LAPLACIAN POWERS

SAMUEL BLITZ♭, A. ROD GOVER♯ & ANDREW WALDRON♮

Abstract. Over forty years ago, Paneitz, and independently Fradkin and Tseytlin, discovered
a fourth-order conformally-invariant differential operator, intrinsically defined on a conformal
manifold, mapping scalars to scalars. This operator is a special case of the so-termed extrin-
sic Paneitz operator defined in the case when the conformal manifold is itself a conformally
embedded hypersurface. In particular, this encodes the obstruction to smoothly solving the
five-dimensional scalar Laplace equation, and suitable higher dimensional analogs, on con-
formally compact structures with constant scalar curvature. Moreover, the extrinsic Paneitz
operator can act on tensors of general type by dint of being defined on tractor bundles. Moti-
vated by a host of applications, we explicitly compute the extrinsic Paneitz operator. We apply
this formula to obtain: an extrinsically-coupled Q-curvature for embedded four-manifolds, the
anomaly in renormalized volumes for conformally compact five-manifolds with negative con-
stant scalar curvature, Willmore energies for embedded four-manifolds, the local obstruction to
smoothly solving the five-dimensional singular Yamabe problem, and new extrinsically-coupled

fourth and sixth order operators for embedded surfaces and four-manifolds, respectively.
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1. Introduction

The Paneitz operator is the fourth-order, conformally covariant, squared-Laplacian operator
on functions of an n > 3 dimensional Riemannian manifold,

(1.1) P4 := ∆2 +∇a ◦ (4P
ab − (n− 2)Jgab) ◦ ∇b +

n−4
2 Qn(g) ,

where (see Section 1.1 for standard tensor definitions and conventions)

Qn(g) := −∆J − 2P 2 + n
2 J

2 .

It was discovered in independent contexts by Paneitz [53] as well as Fradkin and Tseytlin [19]. Its
perceived importance was elevated significantly by its connection to the conformal transformation
of the local Riemannian 4-manifold invariant known as (Branson’s) Q-curvature Q4(g) := Q4(g).
If ĝ and g are metrics conformally related by ĝ = e2ωg, for some smooth function ω, then

(1.2) e4ωQ4(ĝ) = Q4(g) + P4ω.

In dimension four, P4ω is a divergence while the factor e4ω exactly balances the change in the
metric measure arising from the conformal change, and so

´

Q is a global conformal invariant
of closed Riemanian four-manifolds. This curvature was introduced in [11] to help understand
Polyakov-type formulæ [54] for the conformal variant of functional determinants. It and its
higher dimensional analogs were subsequently found to also have applications in, for example,
geometric scattering [41, 15] and curvature prescription problems, see [10, 14, 13] for reviews and
further references.

Perhaps the greatest importance of the Paneitz operator, the Q-curvature, and their higher
order analogs is through their links to (and origins in [8, 38]) a class of problems that fall
under the umbrella of geometric holography. For example, for the Q-curvature on a closed 4-
manifold (Σ, gΣ), the integral

´

ΣQ gives the log coefficient (the so-called anomaly term) in the
volume asymptotics of the associated Poincaré-Einstein five-manifold that has Σ as the boundary
at infinity [44, 45, 36]. On the other hand the functional gradient of this integral, with respect
to metric variations, is the Bach tensor (which orginated in conformal gravity [4]). The Bach
tensor also arises as the obstruction to smoothly solving for a five-dimensional Poincaré-Einstein
metric [16], given some boundary data (Σ, gΣ). So overall there is a rather beautiful and powerful
picture.
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From a geometric holography viewpoint this picture has a natural and rich extension which
motivates the current work. This begins with dropping the restriction to Poincaré-Einstein
manifolds. First recall that a conformal class c is an equivalence class of metrics where ĝ ∼ g ∈ c

when ĝ = Ω2g for some 0 < Ω ∈ C∞M . Then, given a general conformal manifold (M, c), with
boundary Σ, one might hope, in the spirit of the Poincaré–Einstein program just mentioned, to
study the conformal geometry of the boundary including its extrinsic data Σ →֒ (M, c) by finding,
from the conformal class c restricted to the manifold interior, a canonically determined metric go.
In fact, we are interested in a version of this set-up for general hypersurfaces embedded in any
conformal manifold (M, c), where one then studies metrics go on M\Σ for which Σ is a conformal
infinity. Typically, there is no Einstein metric in the conformal class c. When c does contain
an Einstein metric with conformal infinity Σ, the hypersurface embedding is necessarily totally
umbilic [49, 24] and satisfies further extremely restrictive related higher order conditions [6]. Thus
instead it is natural to seek, from the conformal class on M\Σ, a metric that has constant scalar
curvature and Σ as a conformal infinity. Since Einstein metrics have constant scalar curvature
by dint of the Bianchi identities, this is strictly a weakening of the Poincaré–Einstein condition.
By rough counting this singular Yamabe problem also has the right degrees of freedom—one
positive function (the rescaling of the metric go) fixes one scalar curvature quantity determined
by the metric. The key question then is whether such metrics are uniquely determined by the
embedding data Σ →֒ (M, c). A result of Andersson, Chruściel and Friedrich [1] shows that, at
least to a certain order, asymptotics of go are uniquely and locally determined by the conformal
embedding; see Theorem 2.1 below.

In [31, 30] it was demonstrated that the Andersson–Chruściel–Friedrich result could be em-
ployed to study conformal hypersurface embeddings. In particular, those studies yielded extrin-
sically-coupled analogs of the Paneitz operator and its higher Laplacian power counterparts which
also extend to higher order operators on tensors [29, 34]. This extension was achieved by employ-
ing the natural invariant calculus on conformal manifolds and hypersurfaces known as tractor
calculus [57, 5]. Fundamental objects therein are weight w tensor tractor bundles T ΦM [w].
Tractor bundles are explained in Section 2. For any vector bundle VM over M , we denote the
product VM ⊗ EM [w] by VM [w], where EM [w] is the bundle of weight w conformal densities.
A section of EM [w] is an equivalence class [g;ϕ] where (ĝ, ϕ̂) ∼ (g, ϕ) ∈ f when ĝ = Ω2g and
ϕ̂ = Ωwϕ for some 0 < Ω ∈ C∞M ; again see Section 2.

Our central Theorem 7.12 gives an explicit formula for the extrinsically-coupled Paneitz op-
erator PΣ →֒M

4 introduced in [29, 30, 34] (see Section 7) acting on general tractors:

(1.3) PΣ →֒M

4 : Γ
(

T ΦM
[

5−d
2

]∣

∣

∣

Σ

)

−→ Γ
(

T ΦM
[

−3−d
2

]∣

∣

∣

Σ

)

.

This is a fourth order (Laplacian-squared type) operator defined along Σ, and uniquely deter-
mined by the conformal embedding Σ →֒ (M, c). Importantly our formula is strongly invariant,
in the sense that the above bundles can be tensored with any vector bundle over M equipped
with a connection. Twisting the tractor connection appearing in PΣ →֒M

4 with that connection still
yields a conformally invariant operator. The same statement does not apply, for example, to the
original Paneitz operator of Equation (1.1)—indeed this could not be the case without violating
known non-existence results for conformally invariant cubic Laplacian powers [35] discussed in
Section 6. Partly because of its strong invariance, our central result for the extrinsically-coupled
Paneitz operator underpins a slew of applications, which we now describe.

Specializing to scalars, the extrinsic Paneitz operator can be expressed as a product of four de-
generate Laplace-type operators: If ϕe is any smooth extension of ϕ ∈ C∞Σ, denoting by ∆o the
Laplacian of the metric go = s−2g for s ∈ C∞M any solution to conditions (i-iii) of Theorem 2.1
then, surprisingly, the scalar quantity
[

∆o +
1

4
(d− 3)(d+ 1)

][

∆o +
1

4
(d− 1)2

][

∆o +
1

4
(d+ 1)(d− 3)

][

∆o +
1

4
(d+ 3)(d− 5)

]

ϕe ,

defined along M\Σ, continues smoothly to Σ. Indeed its restriction to Σ is independent of the
choice of extension ϕe, defines PΣ →֒M

4 ϕ, and moreover only depends on the conformal embedding
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data. Its conformal covariance property is

Ω
d+3

2

(

PΣ→֒M
4 (Ω2g)

)

(

Ω
5−d
2 ϕ

)

=
(

PΣ→֒M
4 (g)

)

(ϕ) .

Another interesting application of the extrinsically coupled Paneitz operator, and its general-
ization given in [29, Theorem 4.1], to conformally compact structures (M, s, go) (where s2go is a
Riemannian metric on M and s obeys Condition (i) of Theorem 2.1) is to asymptotic solutions
of the five-dimensional Laplace equation

(1.4) ∆of = 0 .

Here the function f ∈ C∞M has prescribed Dirichlet data f |∂M =: f̄ . When go has constant
negative scalar curvature, the formal solution to this problem beyond order s3 in f is obstructed
by the extrinsic Paneitz operator acting on f̄ , or more generally its conformally compact analog
given in [29]. In fact this picture generalizes to Laplace-type equations for higher tensors and
tractors in general dimensions.

Our first appplication of Theorem 7.12 expresses the extrinsic Paneitz operator acting on
scalars as the sum of the intrinsic Paneitz operator of Equation (1.1) and hypersurface operators:

Corollary 1.1. Let d > 5. Acting on conformal densities of weight 5−d
2 along Σ, the extrinsic

Paneitz operator is given by

PΣ →֒M

4 = ∆̄2+∇̄a◦
(

4P̄ab−(d−3)J̄ ḡab+8I̊I2ab+
d2

−4d−1
2(d−1)(d−2)Kḡab+4(d−2)F̊ ab

)

◦∇̄b− 5−d
2 QΣ→֒M

d−1 (g) ,

where

QΣ →֒M

d−1 (g) := −∆̄J̄ − 2P̄ 2 + d−1
2 J̄2

+ 2(d−2)
d−4 (∇̄·∇̄·F̊ ) + 3d2

−9d+4
2(d−1)(d−2)(d−4)(∆̄K) + 2

d−1 I̊I·(∆̄ I̊I) + 4
d−4∇̄

a( I̊Ia·∇̄· I̊I)

− 2(d−2)
d−4 I̊I·C⊤

n̂ − 6(d−2)
(d−1)(d−4) I̊I

ab∇̄cW⊤
cabn̂

− 2(d−2)(d−5)
d−4 F̊ ·P̄ − 4(d−6)

d−4 I̊I·P̄ · I̊I− d3+2d2
−27d+44

2(d−1)(d−2)(d−4) J̄K

+ 2(d−2)(d−3)
d−4 H I̊I·F̊ − 2(d−2)

d−4 H I̊I3

+ 2(d+2)
(d−1)(d−4) I̊I

ad I̊IbcW̄abcd +
2(d−2)2

d−4 F̊ 2 + 2(d−2)
d−4 I̊I·F̊ · I̊I + 17d3

−86d2+133d−52
8(d−1)(d−2)2(d−4) K

2 .

(1.5)

The extrinsic curvatures appearing in the above corollary are defined in Section 2.1. For now
note that I̊I is the trace-free second fundamental form while F̊ is the trace-free part of the so-
called Fialkow tensor. The latter is an example of a third fundamental form, in the sense defined
in [6]; again see Section 2.1. The weight −2 conformal density K is the square of the trace-free
second fundamental form and is termed the rigidity density because it was employed in [55] to
describe rigid fundamental strings. The mean curvature of Σ →֒ (M, g) is denoted by H . Also ∇̄
is the Levi-Civita connection of the metric ḡ induced along Σ by g ∈ c and ∆̄ the corresponding
Laplacian. The Schouten tensor of this metric is denoted P̄ while J̄ is its trace.

Just as the intrinsic Paneitz operator is linked to a Q-curvature, the same holds for the
extrinsic Paneitz operator. The four-manifold extrinsic Q curvature is defined by extending the
extrinsic Paneitz operator to act on log densities [29, 6] (see also [17] for an “ambient metric”
approach to the intrinsic case),

(1.6) QΣ→֒M
4 (gτ ) := PΣ →֒M

4 log 1
τ

∣

∣

Σ
.

Note that the choice of a positive conformal density τ = [g; t] = [gτ ; 1] is completely equivalent to
that of a Riemannian metric gτ ∈ c. Log densities are explained in Section 2. By construction,
the extrinsic Q-curvature obeys the linear shift property

(1.7) QΣ→֒M
4 (e2ωg) = e−4ω

[

QΣ→֒M
4 (g) + PΣ→֒M ω̄

]

,
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where ω ∈ C∞M and ω̄ = ω|Σ. In the above we used that the extrinsic Paneitz operator for
embedded four-manifolds acts on weight zero densities, and that these are equivalent to smooth
functions. In particular, for f̄ ∈ C∞Σ, we have

PΣ →֒M

4 f̄ = ∆̄2f̄ + ∇̄a ◦
(

4P̄ab − 2J̄ ḡab + 8I̊I2ab + 12F̊ ab +
1
6Kḡab

)

◦ ∇̄bf̄ .(1.8)

The first three terms displayed on the right hand side are precisely the Paneitz operator intrin-
sic to the conformal 4-manifold (Σ, cΣ). Just as for its intrinsic counterpart, the extrinsic Q-
curvature can also be determined from QΣ→֒M

4 in Corollary 1.1 (see Lemma 3.2); this is recorded
in the following theorem.

Theorem 1.2. Let Σ →֒ (M, cΣ) be a conformally embedded hypersurface. Then, given g ∈ c

the extrinsically-coupled Q-curvature is

QΣ→֒M
4 (g) = QΣ

4 +Wm+ U +Qe ,

where

QΣ
4 = −∆̄J̄ − 2P̄ 2 + 2J̄2 ,

Wm := 1
2 I̊I·∆̄ I̊I + 4

3∇̄
a
(

I̊Ia·∇̄· I̊I
)

+ 3
2 ∆̄K

− 6 I̊I·C⊤
n + 4I̊I·P̄ · I̊I − 7

2 J̄K − 6H I̊I3 + 12H I̊I·F̊ ,

U := 18F̊ ·F̊ + 6I̊I·F̊ · I̊I + 49
24K

2 − 9
2 I̊I

ab∇̄cW⊤
cabn̂ + 7

2 I̊I
ad I̊IbcW̄abcd ,

Qe := 8
3∇̄

a
(

I̊Ia·∇̄· I̊I
)

+ 6∇̄·∇̄·F̊ − 1
12∆̄K ,

and Wm and U are conformally invariant weight −4 conformal densities.

This theorem leads to a formula for the anomaly in the renormalized volume of the mani-
fold (M\Σ, s−2g) as described in Section 3. A second application is to higher Willmore energies
for conformally embedded hypersurfaces. These applications both rely on the fact that the linear
shift Property (1.7) together with Equation (1.8) imply that the integral

(1.9)

ˆ

Σ

dVol(ḡ)QΣ→֒M (g)

is independent of the choice of g ∈ c. Note that here ḡ is the metric induced along Σ by g and
dVol(ḡ) is the corresponding volume element. Indeed, we shall define higher Willmore energies
as follows (see [30]):

Definition 1.3. Let the dimension d of M be odd. Then any functional of conformal embeddings
given by

E
[

Σ →֒ (M, c)
]

=

ˆ

Σ

dVol(ḡ) E(g,Σ) ,

where g ∈ c and ḡ ∈ cΣ is the corresponding induced metric, is called a higher Willmore energy
if

(i) the energy functional E only depends on the conformal embedding Σ →֒ (M, c), and

(ii) the functional gradient of E with respect to variations of the embedding Σ →֒ M has leading

linear term (in any scale with non-vanishing mean curvature) proportional to ∆̄
d−1

2 Hg.
�

Note that if Condition (ii) is suitably relaxed, it is possible to consider also generalizations of
Willmore energies to even dimensional host spaces M , see [30, 20, 48].

There are various constructions of higher Willmore energies in the literature. Indeed Graham
and Witten [40] recovered the original Willmore energy in a study of submanifold observables in
the AdS/CFT correspondence. Higher Willmore equations were proposed in [31, 30] and have
subsequently been shown to arise as the Euler–Lagrange equation of higher Willmore energies [37,
32]. We relate and discuss all of these energies in Section 4. A key result, which may be
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established as a corollary of Theorem 7.12 (a direct proof is given at the beginning of Section 4),
is the following higher Willmore:

Theorem 1.4. Let Σ4 →֒ (M5, cΣ) be a conformally embedded hypersurface. Given g ∈ c, let
Wm(g,Σ) be as given in Theorem 1.2. Then the functional

ˆ

Σ

dVol(ḡ) Wm(g,Σ) ,

is a higher Willmore energy.

Higher Willmore energies yield anomalies in renormalized volumes of suitable conformally com-
pact manifolds [32] and submanifolds of Poincaré–Einstein structures [40]. See Sections 3 and 4.

Our next application of Theorem 7.12 is to compute the functional gradient of higher Willmore
energies with respect to variations of the embedding Σ →֒ M . For that, we use a result of
Graham [37] (see also [32]) that shows the functional gradient of the higher Willmore energy
appearing on the right hand side of Equation (3.1) above is given by the obstruction B|Σ to
smoothly solving the singular Yamabe problem given in Condition (iv) of Theorem 2.1. Our
result for this obstruction, and hence the variation of the energy (1.9), is another consequence
of Theorem 7.12 and is given in Theorem (5.2).

Our final application of Theorem (7.12) is to sixth order conformally invariant operators. An
old result of Graham is that there is no conformally invariant, sixth order, Laplacian power
acting on conformal densities for general four dimensional conformal manifolds [35]. In a similar
vein, for two dimensional conformal structures, there is no conformally invariant fourth order,
(Paneitz-type) Laplacian power operator. However there does exist an operator

∆̄2 + · · · ,

which maps Γ(EΣ[1]) → Γ(EΣ[−3]) that is defined for conformally embedded surfaces Σ →֒
(M3, c); see Lemma 6.1. This is the first operator in a sequence of extrinsically-coupled Laplacian
powers [34] whose existence relies on conformal embedding data. For the case of conformally
embedded four-manifolds, there in fact exists a conformally invariant, sixth order, Laplacian
power mapping Γ(EΣ[1]) → Γ(EΣ[−5]). This has leading term

∆̄3 + · · · ,

and is defined along conformally embedded hypersurfaces Σ4 →֒ (M5, c), see Theorem 6.2. Gra-
ham’s non-existence result is circumvented here because the additional embedding data provides
the necessary tensors absent in the intrinsic conformal geometry of Σ4.

As we post this work, we notice that Juhl has announced results [47] for some of the scalar
results presented in this manuscript.

1.1. Riemannian conventions. Throughout we take M to be a (for simplicity) oriented d-
manifold. Unless specifically indicated, we take d > 3. Also, we will assume that all structures
are smooth. Complicated tensor expressions will often be displayed in an abstract index notation
where, for example, va and ωa respectively denote sections of TM and T ∗M (not the components
of such in a choice of coordinate system). In particular, the contraction ω(v) := vaωa = v(ω).
Given a metric g, we use shorthand notations such as v2 := g(v, v) = gabv

avb =: vav
a and

u.v = g(u, v) = uagabv
b =: uav

b, where the metric has been used to raise and lower indices
according to the canonical isomorphism it determines between TM and T ∗M . While we work
exclusively in Riemannian signature, many results carry over to indefinite signature metrics
upon making the obvious adjustments. The Riemannian curvature tensor R for the Levi-Civita
connection determined by g is defined by

R(u, v)w = [∇u,∇v]w −∇[u,v]w ,

where the bracket notation [·, ·] is used both for the commutator of operators and Lie bracket
of vector fields. In the abstract index notation, the vector R(u, v)w is denoted by uavbRab

c
dw

d.
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We will also employ a hybrid notation Ruv
c
w for contractions such as these. The Riemann tensor

decomposes into its trace-free and pure trace pieces according to

Rabcd = Wabcd + 2gc[aPb]d − 2gd[aPb]c .

In the above, Wabcd is the Weyl tensor and Pab the Schouten tensor. The latter is related to the
Ricci tensor Ricab := Rca

c
b by

Ricab = (d− 2)Pab + gabJ , J := Pabg
ab .

Also note that a bracketed group of indices denotes that they are totally skew so that, for example
u[avb] := 1

2 (u
avb − ubva). Similarly, u(avb) := 1

2 (u
avb + ubva) and a ◦ will be used to indicate

the trace-free part of a tensor, so that u(avb)◦ = u(avb) − 1
dg

abg(u, v). The contraction of the

metric gab and its inverse gbc gives the identity endomorphism of Γ(TM) denoted by a Kronecker
delta symbol δca = gabg

bc. Sometimes, more complicated contractions such as WabcdP
bc will be

assigned shorthand notations such as WaPd or even W (·, P, ·) in situations where no ambiguity
can arise. To handle the endomorphism action of the Riemann curvature two-form on tensors,
the following notation is useful. For any rank two tensor Xab and an arbitrary tensor Y cde···, we
define

X♯Y cde··· = Xc
bY

bde··· +Xd
bY

cbe··· +Xe
bY

cdb··· + · · · .

For higher rank tensors X we use bullets to indicate which indices give the endomorphism, so for
example we may write (X···a•b···c•d···)

♯ for this. The covariant curl of the Schouten tensor gives
the Cotton tensor

Cabc := 2∇[aPb]c .

Finally, constants of proportionality never vanish, so the statement “A is proportional to B”
means that A = kB for some constant k 6= 0.

2. Background

We study conformally embedded hypersurfaces Σ →֒ (M, c) where (M, c) is an conformal
manifold. (For simplicity we assume M oriented.) To that end, the following result, is central:

Theorem 2.1. Let (M, c) be a conformal d-manifold and Σ →֒ M a smoothly embedded hyprsur-
face. Then, given g ∈ c there exists a function s ∈ C∞M such that the following conditions hold:

(i) s|Σ = 0 6= ds
∣

∣

Σ
.

(ii) Along M\Σ, Scs
−2g = −d(d− 1)

(

1 + sdB), where B ∈ C∞M .

(iii) The function s is unique modulo the addition of terms sd+1A for any A ∈ C∞M .

(iv) The function B|Σ ∈ C∞Σ is uniquely determined by the conformal embedding data Σ →֒
(M, c). Replacing g by ĝ = Ω2g with 0 < Ω ∈ C∞M , it obeys B(ĝ) = Ω−dB(g).

In the above d denotes the exterior derivative and Scg the scalar curvature of the metric g.
The problem of finding a metric go = s−2g where Scg

o

= −d(d − 1) and the function s obeys
Condition (i) above is termed the singular Yamabe problem [51]. The restriction of the function B
to Σ is called the obstruction density. It is an example of a (local) conformal hypersurface
invariant; generally these are defined as any section VΣ of a vector bundle over Σ that is uniquely
determined by the embedding data Σ →֒ (M, c), and subject to, for some weight w ∈ R, the
conformal covariance property

VΣ(ĝ) = ΩwVΣ(g) ,

where ĝ = Ω2g with 0 < Ω ∈ C∞M ; see [30] for the detailed definition.
A version of the above theorem was proved (in a slightly different setting) by Andersson,

Chruściel and Friedrich [1]. A second proof, given in [30], shows how the theorem can be
employed to study conformal embeddings. A first key point is that the uniqueness property of
the function s implies that conformal hypersurface invariants can be encoded by its jets. The

result of [30] relies on re-expressing the scalar curvature Sc s−2g (divided by −d(d − 1)) as the
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“square” h(I, I) of a section I of a certain, rank d + 2, vector bundle T M defined below. This
maneuver both gives a simple proof of the above theorem, and enables the use of the conformal
boundary calculus of [29].

Before defining the tractor bundle first recall, as alluded to in the introduction, that a con-

formal density ϕ of weight w means an equivalence class ϕ = [g; f ] where (ĝ, f̂) ∼ (g, f) ∈ ϕ

when ĝ = Ω2g and f̂ = Ωwf for some 0 < Ω ∈ C∞M . This is a section of an oriented associated
line bundle EM [w] → M , for the R+ group action on t ∈ R given by t 7→ s−wt, to the R+

principal bundle Q given by the ray subbundle of ⊙2T ∗M determined by the conformal class
of metrics c. (At each P ∈ M , a pair of metrics ĝ and g ∈ c determine an element s ∈ R+ by
the formula sd = Vol(ĝ)(P )/Vol(g)(P ), where Vol(g) denotes the volume form of a metric g.)
Importantly, the conformal metric gab is the section of Γ(⊙2T ∗M [2]) tautologically defined by
the equivalence class gab = [g; gab]. Note that the conformal density bundle EM [w] is isomorphic
to the −(w/d)th power of the bundle of volume forms (VolM)−

w
d on M . Then the Levi-Civita

connection extends to act on densities simply by writing these as sections ϕ ∈ (VolM)−
w
d .

Now, given a conformal d-manifold (M, c) and a metric g ∈ c, the standard tractor bundle T M
is isomorphic to the rank d+ 2 direct sum of vector bundles

T M
g
∼= EM [1]⊕ TM [−1]⊕ EM [−1] .

Denoting a section T of the above by TA g
= (τ+, τa, τ−), changing to a conformally related metric

ĝ = Ω2g, the above isomorphism then changes according to

T
ĝ
=

(

τ+, τa +Υat+, t− − τaΥa −
1

2
ΥaΥat

+
)

,

where Υ := d logΩ ∈ Γ(T ∗M) and indices are moved using the conformal metric. Note that the
first slot of T in the above display defines a weight one density τ+ ∈ EM [1] independently of
the choice of g giving the isomorphism. When a weight one density τ > 0, we say that it is a
true scale because this determines the metric gτ ∈ c for which τ = [gτ , 1]. When the weight one
density determined by the first entry in Γ(EM [1]) of a standard tractor T is a true scale, we say

that T determines a scale. The above display implies that the section X
g
= (0, 0, 1) ∈ Γ(T M [1])

canonically defines a tractor, termed the canonical tractor. Also, the above isomorphism between
the tractor bundle and the direct sum given by a choice of g ∈ c determines a pair of tractors Y ∈
Γ(T M [−1]) and Z ∈ Γ(T ∗M ⊗ T M [1])—termed injectors—such that

TA g
= (τ+, τa, τ−) = τ+Y A + ZA

a τa +XAτ− .

The tractor bundle is naturally equipped with a bundle metric h : Γ(⊙2T M) → C∞M defined

acting on TA g
= (τ+, τa, τ−) and UA g

= (µ+, µa, µ−) by

h(T, U) = hABT
AUB g

= τ+µ− + g(τ, µ) + τ−µ+ .

Note that h is a fiberwise symmetric, non-degenerate but non-positive bilinear form; it is called
the tractor metric. Weighted and tensor tractor bundles, denoted by T ΦM [w], are defined in
the obvous way. Here Φ labels some tensor product of the standard tractor bundle. The tractor
metric is used to move abstract tractor indices in exactly the same way as for the metric and
standard tensors.

The standard tractor bundle comes equipped with a canonical tractor connection ∇T . Given

g ∈ c, acting on a section TB g
= (τ+, τb, τ−), this is defined by

Γ(T ∗M ⊗ T M) ∋ ∇T
a T

B g
=

(

∇aτ
+ − τa,∇aτ

b + δbaτ
− + P b

a τ
+,∇aτ

− − P b
aτb

)

.

On the right hand side above ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection on densities described earlier and P
is the Schouten tensor of g.

The tractor connection is particularly useful because of the following characterization of the
Einstein condition (recall that a metric is Einstein iff multiplying it by some function yields the
Ricci tensor; note that necessarily such a function is constant):
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Theorem 2.2 (Bailey–Eastwood–Gover [5]). A conformal class of metrics admits an Einstein
representative iff the standard tractor bundle equipped with its canonical tractor connection admits
a parallel section that determines a scale.

There is also a very useful tractor characterization of the singular Yamabe problem. For that
we need to introduce one further operator. To that end observe that the parallel condition ∇T T =
0 implies that

T = D̂τ ,

where the operator D̂ : EM [1] → T M is given by 1/d times the Thomas D-operator, which is
defined acting on weight w tractors T ∈ T ΦM [w] by

DAT
g
=

(

w(d + 2w − 2)T, (d+ 2w − 2)∇T T,−∆T T − wJT
)

.

Here the tractor Laplacian ∆T := g
ab∇T

a ∇
T
b . Also, for any weight w 6= 1 − d

2 , we denote D̂ :=

(d+ 2w − 2)−1D. We term any standard tractor given by

Iσ = D̂σ ,

where σ ∈ Γ(EM [1]), a scale tractor if Iσ is nowhere vanishing. In which case σ is termed a gener-
alized scale. Of special importance are generalized scales defined possibly in some neighborhood
of a hypersurface Σ. In particular a generalized scale σ = [g; s] ∈ Γ(EM [1]) with zero locus Σ,
such that any representative function s is defining for Σ, meaning that s obeys Condition (i) of
Theorem 2.1, is termed a defining density for Σ. In these terms, the singular Yamabe problem
is a normalization condition for scale tractors:

Problem 2.3. Given a conformal hypersurface embedding Σ →֒ (M, c), find a defining density σ
for Σ such that

I2σ := h(I, I) = 1 .

�

The equivalence of this problem to the singular Yamabe problem follows by noting that along M\Σ

one has I2[g;s]
s−2g
= −d(d− 1)Scs

−2g [24]. Theorem 2.1 shows that Problem 2.3 has an asymptotic

solution

(2.1) I2 = 1 + σdB ,

where B is a weight −d conformal density whose restriction to Σ gives the obstruction density BΣ.
In the case that the hypersurface Σ is separating (so M = M− ⊔Σ ⊔M+), the existence of one-
sided solutions along M+ has been established by Loewner–Nirenberg when M is a conformally
flat sphere [50] and for general structures in [3, 51, 1]. Densities σ solving Problem 2.3 are
termed unit conformal defining densities (we also use this terminology when only the data of σ
on Σ ⊔M+ is given). Densities σ solving only Equation 2.1 are termed asymptotic unit defining
densities.

Solutions to Problem 2.3 only subject to I2 = 1+O(σ2) are also distinguished since then the
tractor

N := I|Σ ∈ Γ(T M |Σ)

gives an analog of the unit conormal—but now determined by the conformal embedding Σ →֒

(M, c) [24]. This recovers the normal tractor N of [5]. For a choice of g ∈ c, one has N
g
=

(0, n̂,−H) where n̂ and H are the unit conormal and mean curvature determined by g.
The normal tractor can be used to establish an isomorphism between the bundle T ⊥M |Σ

and T Σ [24], where ⊥ refers to tractors T along Σ subject to h(T,N) = 0 while T Σ is the
tractor bundle of the conformal structure cΣ induced along Σ from c. For this reason the normal
tractor is fundamental to the study of conformal hypersurface invariants.

We have now assembled all the ingredients required to build the extrinsic Paneitz operator in
Display (1.3). In fact, more generally, there exists a sequence of extrinsically-coupled Laplacian
powers defined along conformally embedded hypersurfaces:
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Theorem 2.4 (GW). Let σ be a unit conformal defining density for the embedding Σ →֒ (M,Σ),
and let k 6 d− 1 be even. Then the operator

PΣ→֒M
k :=

[

(I·D̂)k •

]∣

∣

∣

Σ

gives a well-defined map (termed an extrinsically-coupled conformal Laplacian power)

PΣ→֒M
k : Γ

(

T ΦM
[k − d+ 1

2

])∣

∣

∣

Σ
→ Γ

(

T ΦM
[−k − d+ 1

2

])∣

∣

∣

Σ
,

determined by the local embedding data. Moreover, PΣ→֒M
k is given by a non-zero multiple of

the k/2th power of the hypersurface tractor Laplacian plus lower derivative order terms.

Remark 2.5. In [30], the operator PΣ →֒M

k was defined exactly as above, but the operator (I·D)k ,
was used so that the above theorem extends to odd values of k, save for a modification of the
final hypersurface Laplacian power statement. In the same work, it was shown that for k > d,
there exist extrinsically-coupled conformal Laplacian powers; these are discussed in Section 6. �

When k = 4 in the above theorem, the extrinsically-coupled conformal squared Laplacian
PΣ →֒M

4 becomes the extrinsically-coupled Paneitz operator, a formula for which, acting on general
tractors along Σ, is given and proved in Section 7.

Theorem 2.4 embodies a general operator phenomenon: namely, when an operator Op acting
on the section space of any weighted vector bundle VM [w] = VM ⊗ EM [w] satisfies

Op ◦ σ = σ ◦ Op′ ,

for some Op′ is a smooth operator on Γ(VM [w − 1]) , and the unit conformal density is viewed
as a multiplicative operator Γ(VM [w − 1]) → VM [w], it holds that Op canonically gives a well-
defined operator on the space Γ(VM [w])

∣

∣

Σ
. In this case, we shall call the operator Op tangential.

That the operator (I·D̂)k acting on Γ
(

T ΦM
[

k−d+1
2

])

is tangential can be easily established using
the sl(2) solution generating algebra described in [29].

Remark 2.6. In [29], the generalization

I·Df = 0

of the Laplace Equation (1.4) to tractors f ∈ Γ(T M [0]) is studied. Also in that setting, the
obstruction to smooth solutions with prescribed values of f |Σ was found to be given, for dimen-
sion d = 5 conformally compact structures, by

( 1

I2
I·D

)4

f
∣

∣

Σ
.

When the singular metric go = g/σ2, has constant scalar curvature −d(d − 1), the operator
appearing above is proportional to the extrinscally-coupled Paneitz operator PΣ →֒M

4 . �

Our first application of PΣ →֒M

4 to anomalies relies on the action of PΣ →֒M

4 on log densities.
The log density bundle of weight w is the associated line bundle FM [w] → M to Q for the R+

group action on t ∈ R given by t 7→ t − w log s. Sections are equivalence classes [g; ℓ] where

(ĝ, ℓ̂) ∼ (g, ℓ) ∈ f when ĝ = Ω2g and ℓ̂ = ℓ + w logΩ for some 0 < Ω ∈ C∞M . In particular,
for any weight w = 1 conformal density 0 < τ = [g; t] ∈ Γ(EM [1]), log τ = [g; log t] is a weight
one log density. The Thomas-D operator also maps weight w log densities to weight −1 tractors
according to

Dλ
g
=

(

(d− 2)w, (d− 2)∇gλ,−∆gλ− wJg
)

∈ Γ(T M [−1]) .

In the above the Levi-Civita connection acting on a log density is defined analogously to the
discussion above for conformal densities. Equivalently, a weight w log density λ can uniquely
be expressed, in the obvious way, as λ = logµ where µ is a strictly positive weight w conformal
density. Then ∇gλ = (∇gµ)/µ ∈ Γ(EM [0]). We define D̂λ by Dλ/(d− 2).
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2.1. Conformal embeddings. Here we summarize key aspects of the local invariant theory
for conformally embedded hypersurfaces Σ →֒ (M, c); see [30, 34, 6] for a detailed discussion.
Firstly, each g in c determines a unit conormal ν (uniquely by requiring that this points towards
M+); this gives a one-form-valued weight one density n̂ = [g; ν] ∈ Γ(T ∗M [1])|Σ. Thanks to the
isomorphism between TΣ and the orthogonal complement of n̂ in TM |Σ, we may use the same
abstract indices for hypersurface tensors. Then the weighted first fundamental form

ḡab = gab − n̂an̂b ∈ Γ(T ∗Σ[2])

recovers the conformal metric of Σ.
Given g ∈ c, the second fundamental form IIab := ḡa

c∇cν
e
b |Σ, where νe is any extension of

the unit conormal (of g) to M . We denote ∇⊤
a := ḡa

c∇c and, in general, use this notation when
projecting with the first fundamental form. Given any extension ve of v̄ ∈ Γ(TΣ), the Gauß
formula states

(2.2) ∇̄av̄
b Σ
= ∇⊤

a v
b
e + νbIIacv

c
e .

Here and throughout bars are used to indicate hypersurface quantities, such as the Levi–Civita

connection ∇̄ of ḡ. The notation
Σ
= indicates equality along the hypersurface. The trace-free

part of the second fundamental form yields a weight one, symmetric tensor-valued density

I̊Iab ∈ Γ(⊙2
◦T

∗Σ[1]) .

The equations of Gauß, Codazzi, Mainardi, and Ricci can be uniformly recast in terms of
conformally invariant parts. When d > 4, the first three of these are

W⊤
abcd = W̄abcd − 2 I̊Ia[c I̊Id]b − 2ḡa[cFd]b + 2ḡb[cFd]a ,

W⊤
abcn̂ = 2∇̄[a I̊Ib]c −

2
d−2 ḡc[a∇̄· I̊Ib] ,(2.3)

W⊤
n̂abn̂ = I̊I2(ab)◦ − (d− 3)F(ab)◦ .

The left hand sides of the the above display are tensor densities of respective weights 2, 1, and 0.
Indeed, the trace-free covariant curl appearing on the right hand side of the second line above
maps Γ(⊙2

◦T
∗Σ[1]) to Γ(T ∗Σ ⊗◦ ∧2T ∗Σ[1]). For efficiency, we denoted here a density by the

same symbol as an equivalence class representative for a given g ∈ c; the right hand side ought
really read

[

g; 2∇̄[a ι̊ιb]c −
2

d−2 ḡc[a∇̄· ι̊ιb]
]

for I̊I = [g; ι̊ι]. We will repeat this maneuver without

comment in what follows. The tensor density Fab ∈ Γ(⊙2T ∗Σ[0]) is the Fialkow tensor [18, 59],

given when d > 4, for any g ∈ c by P
⊤− P̄+H I̊I+ 1

2 ḡH
2. Finally note that the second equation

displayed above actually holds also when d = 3. The identity is that the trace of the Fialkow
tensor equals 1

2(d−2) I̊I
2 = K

2(d−2) ; thus

1
2(d−2)K = J − Pn̂n̂ − J̄ + d−1

2 H2 .

Specialized to surfaces in R
3, the above is Gauß’ Theorema Egregium.

The trace-free parts of the second fundamental form and Fialkow tensor are examples of
what we term conformal fundamental forms. Generally, these are rank two, trace-free densities
determined by the conformal embedding Σ →֒ M and encode normal derivatives of the ambient
conformal metric along Σ. The question of which conformal fundamental forms can be determined
canonically is subtle and interesting [6]. When d > 4, canonical second and third fundamental

forms always exist and are just given by I̊Iab ∈ Γ(⊙2
◦T

∗Σ[1]) and

I̊IIab := −(d− 3)F̊ab ∈ Γ(⊙2
◦T

∗Σ[0]) ,
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respectively. For d > 6, the fourth fundamental form is

I̊Vab := −(d− 4)(d− 5)C⊤
n̂(ab) − (d− 4)(d− 5)HWn̂abn̂ − (d− 4)∇̄cW⊤

c(ab)n̂

+ 2Wcn̂n̂(a I̊I
c
b)◦ + (d− 6)W̄ c

ab
d I̊Icd −

d2
−7d+18
d−3 I̊II(a· I̊Ib)◦ +

d3
−10d2+25d−10
(d−1)(d−2) K I̊Iab

∈ Γ(⊙2
◦T

∗Σ[−1]) .

(2.4)

2.2. Hypersurface tractor calculus. There are hypersurface tractor analogs of all the above
extrinsic curvatures (at least for sufficiently large d). In particular for d > 4, in an obvious
matrix notation, the tractor second fundamental form

(2.5) LAB :
g
=







0 0 0

0 I̊Iab − 1
d−2∇̄· I̊Ia

0 − 1
d−2∇̄· I̊Ib ∇̄·∇̄· I̊I+(d−2)P̄ab I̊Iab

(d−2)(d−3)






∈ Γ(⊙2

◦T Σ[−1]) ,

and for d > 5, the Fialkow tractor

(2.6) FAB :
g
=







0 0 0

0 F̊ ab − 1
d−3∇̄·F̊ a

0 − 1
d−3∇̄·F̊ b ∇̄·∇̄·F̊+(d−3)P̄ab F̊ ab

(d−3)(d−4)






∈ Γ(⊙2

◦T Σ[−2]) .

In dimensions d = 6 and d > 8, the Fialkow tractor is related to the tractor second fundamental
form by

(d− 3)FAB =
(

LC
ALCB − 1

d−1KhAB −WNABN

)

− 1
d−1X(A

ˆ̄DB)K − 1
(d−4)(d−5)XAXBU .

A formula for the density U ∈ Γ(EΣ[−4]) in terms of extrinsic curvatures is given in [6], but
will not be needed here. Once again, the bar notation has been used to indicate that h̄ is the
hypersurface’s tractor metric and D̄ its Thomas D-operator.

The tractors displayed in Equations (2.5) and (2.6) are examples of a general insertion map
from symmetric, trace-free, rank two tensor valued densities tab to tractors

q̄ : Γ(⊙2
◦Σ[w + 2]) → Γ(⊙2

◦T Σ[w]) ,

defined when w 6= 1− d, 2− d by

q̄(t)AB g
=







0 0 0

0 tab − ∇̄·ta

d+w−1

0 − ∇̄·tb

d+w−1
∇̄·∇̄·t+(d+w−1)P̄abt

ab

(d+w−1)(d+w−2)






,

which satisifies D̄AT
AB = 0 = XAT

AB. When d > 6, we use this map to define the tractor
fourth fundamental form

JAB := q̄(I̊V)AB ∈ Γ(⊙2
◦T Σ[−3]) .

For d > 5, the tractor WABCD ∈ Γ
(

(∧2 ⊙◦ ∧
2)T M [−2]

)

, given for g ∈ c by

WABCD
g
= WabcdZ

a
AZ

b
BZ

c
CZ

d
D + 4CabcZ

a
[AZ

b
B]Z

c
[CXD] + 4CabcZ

a
[CZ

b
D]Z

c
[AXB]

+ 4
d−4BacZ

a
[AXB]Z

c
[CXD] ,

is termed the W -tractor (in [22] this definition is made with an overall factor d− 4) and has the
algebraic symmetries of the Weyl tensors. Here the Bach tensor (for any d > 3) is defined by

Bab := ∆Pab −∇c∇bPca + P cdWadbc .

The Gauß-Thomas Equation of [6] relates the bulk and hypersurface W -tractors for d > 5 by

W⊤
ABCD

∣

∣

Σ
= WABCD − 2LA[CLD]B − 2hA[CFD]B + 2hB[CFD]A − 2

(d−1)(d−2)hA[ChD]BK

+ 2X[ATB]CD + 2X[CTD]AB − 2XAX[CVD]B + 2XBX[CVD]A

+ 1
3(d−1)(d−2)XAX[C

ˆ̄DD]
ˆ̄DBK − 1

3(d−1)(d−2)XBX[C
ˆ̄DD]

ˆ̄DAK,

(2.7)
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where

TABC := 2 ˆ̄D[CFB]A + 1
(d−1)(d−2)hA[B

ˆ̄DC]K ∈ Γ(T Σ⊗ ∧2T Σ[−3]) ,

and VAB ∈ Γ(⊙2T Σ[−4]) is a symmetric tractor built from curvatures such that XAVAB = XBV
for some V ∈ Γ(EM [−4]) (see [6]). Here ⊤ denotes projection with respect to the tractor first
fundamental form

IAB := δAB −NANB = h̄A
B ,

where indices are raised with inverse tractor metric hAB. Finally note that the relationship
between the hypersurface and bulk Thomas-D operators is given in Theorem 7.4.

3. Renormalized volume anomaly

Let a closed 4-manifold Σ be conformally embedded as the boundary of a conformal 5-
manifold (M+, c) equipped with any unit conformal defining density σ. The volume of M+

with respect to the singular metric go = g/σ2 is ill-defined. However, given a choice of met-
ric ḡ ∈ cΣ where cΣ is the conformal class of metrics induced by c, a unique renormalized
volume Volren(M

+, go, ḡ) can be defined [32, 37]. Its dependence on the choice of ḡ ∈ cΣ

is encoded by a certain “anomaly operator” which itself depends only the local embedding
data Σ →֒ (M+, c). In particular, as proved in [33], changing ḡ to λ2ḡ for some constant λ ∈ R+,

(3.1) Volren(M
+, go, λ2ḡ)−Volren(M

+, go, ḡ) =
log λ

16

ˆ

Σ

dVol(ḡ)QΣ→֒M
4 (g) .

Remarkably the integrand on the right hand side is the extrinsically-coupled Q-curvature given
in (1.6).

The aim of this section is to compute QΣ→֒M
4 (g). We first establish equality of the former

to QΣ→֒M
4 (g). For that we need the following technical lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Let τ be a true scale. Then the log density log τ obeys

log τ = 2 lim
ε→0

τε/2 − 1

ε
and D̂ log τ = 2 lim

ε→0

D̂τε/2

ε
.

Proof. The first identity follows from the easily verified limit

log x = 2 lim
ε→0

xε/2 − 1

ε
valid for any 0 < x ∈ R. The second identity follows a direct computation in a choice of
scale g ∈ c. �

A corollary of the above is the desired result:

Lemma 3.2. Let σ be a unit conformal defining density for Σ →֒ (M5, c) and let τ be a true-
scale. Then,

QΣ→֒M
4 (gτ ) = QΣ→֒M

4 (gτ ) .

Proof. From Lemma 3.1 we have that

I·D̂ log τ = 2 lim
ε→0

I·D̂τε/2

ε
.

A similar argument to that employed in the proof of that lemma also establishes that

I·D̂4 log 1
τ = 2 lim

ε→0

I·D̂4τ−ε/2

ε
.

Thus it follows that

Q4(gτ )
gτ
= lim

ε→0

2

ε
I·D̂4τ−ε/2

∣

∣

Σ
.(3.2)

To extract QΣ→֒M
4 (gτ ) from Corollary (1.1), note that the basis of invariants present in the

expression for PΣ→֒M
4 τ

5−d
2 are stable as the dimension d varies [27] and their coefficients are
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rational functions of d, so we can treat the formula given in the corollary as a universal formula

for PΣ→֒M
4 τ

5−d
2 with d an arbitrary parameter. This “dimensional continuation”-type argument

is standard, see for example [26]. Then, working in the τ -scale, we can write

QΣ→֒M
4 (gτ )

gτ
= lim

d→5

(

2

d− 5
PΣ→֒M
4 τ

5−d
2

)

.

Substituting 5 + ε for d in the universal formula, we obtain Equation (3.2), as required by the
lemma. �

Assuming Corollary 1.1 (whose proof is given in Section 7), we can now prove the extrinsically-
coupled Q-curvature Theorem 1.2.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Following Lemma 3.2, we may set d = 5 in the expression for QΣ→֒M
d−1 (g)

in Equation (1.5) to obtain the quoted result for QΣ→֒M
d−1 (g).

It only remains to establish that the quantities Wm and U are conformal invariants. To do
so, we first consider the quantity the weight −4 hypersurface density LAB�̄Y L

AB where the
hypersurface Yamabe operator is defined acting on weight −1 four-manifold tractors T via

−D̄AT = XA�̄Y T ,

and LAB is the tractor second fundamental form. It is not difficult to compute (see [56]) that

�̄Y L
AB ḡ

=







0 0 ⋆

0 ∆̄ I̊Iab − 4
3 ∇̄

(a∇̄· I̊Ib)◦ − 4P̄ (a· I̊Ib)◦ − J̄ I̊Iab + ⋆ ḡab ⋆

⋆ ⋆ ⋆






.

Here ⋆ denotes terms that do not contribute to the (manifestly invariant) density LAB�̄Y L
AB.

Applying the Codazzi–Mainardi Equation (2.3), we find

(3.3) LAB�̄Y L
AB = I̊Iab∇̄cW⊤

cabn̂ + I̊Iad I̊IbcW̄abcd .

Thus, because I̊Iad I̊IbcW̄abcd is conformally invariant, so too is I̊Iab∇̄cW⊤
cabn̂. Thus we have that U

is composed solely of manifestly invariant scalars.
To handle Wm, we first define

W0 := Wm+ 24F̊ 2 + 6I̊I·F̊ I̊I + 31
12K

2 − 11
2 I̊Iad I̊IbcW̄abcd +

13
2 I̊Iab∇̄cW

⊤
cabn̂ .

Comparing W0 with K̈ := I ·D̂2(D̂I)2 from [6] reveals that W0 = 3
2K̈, which is manifestly

invariant and thus Wm is also invariant. �

Remark 3.3. Equation (3.3) in the proof of Theorem 1.2 also establishes that ∇̄cW⊤
c(ab)n̂ is

invariant in d = 5 dimensions; alternatively this is the application to W⊤
c(ab)n̂ of a well-known

invariant first order operator on conformal 4-manifolds. �

4. Willmore energies

In principle, higher Willmore energies can be constructed by writing down a list of possible
extrinsically-coupled Riemannian invariants and fitting coefficients in order to satisfy Defini-
tion 1.3. Such a computation was performed by Guven in a study of bending energies for hy-
persurfaces embedded in R

5 (with its standard Euclidean metric δ) and invariant under Möbius
transformations [43]. Correcting for a typographical error (see [39]) Guven’s energy is given in
our notations by

EGu[Σ →֒ (R5, cstd)]
δ
=

1

2

ˆ

Σ

dVol(ḡ)
(

∣

∣∇̄H |2ḡ −H2K + 3H4
)

.
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According to Theorem 1.2 (proved below), the integral of the density Wm is a Willmore energy for
hypersurface embeddings in generally curved conformal five-manifolds. For closed four-manifolds,
−
´

ΣWm gives

EWm[Σ →֒ (R5, cstd)] :=
1

2

ˆ

Σ

dVol(ḡ)
(

∣

∣∇̄ I̊I|2ḡ +12 I̊I·C⊤
n − 8 I̊I·P̄ · I̊I + 7J̄K+12H I̊I3 − 24H I̊I·F̊

)

.

Each term in the above integrand is required for this energy to be conformally invariant, while,
as proved in [30], the variation of first term has leading linear term proportional to ∆̄2H , and
by inspection, none of the other terms have this property. This establishes Theorem 1.4.

There currently exist two independent constructions of higher Willmore energies based on
anomalies. For the first of these, consider as motivation a surface Σ conformally embedded in
the boundary of a Poincaré–Einstein manifold (X, go) whose boundary ∂X = M has conformal
structure c. Graham and Witten [40] observed that the anomaly in the renormalized volume of a
three manifold Ξ, with boundary Σ, embedded minimally in the bulk was given by the Willmore
energy of the surface embedding Σ →֒ (M, c). Upon replacing the surface Σ with a conformally
embedded 4-manifold and Ξ with a minimally embedded 5-manifold in the above discussion, the
anomaly is a higher Willmore energy that has been computed by Graham and Riechert [39]. For
the case that M is a 5-manifold, their energy for a higher Willmore energy is

EGR[Σ →֒ (M, c)] =
1

16

ˆ

Σ

dVol(ḡ)
(

QΣ
4 − 1

3Wm

+ 1
6 I̊I

ab∇̄cW⊤
cabn̂ + 1

6 I̊I
ad I̊IbcW̄abcd +

1
24K

2 − 2 I̊I2·F̊ + 2F̊ 2
)

.

In [2] it is shown that this energy functional is the integral of an extrinsically-coupledQ-curvature.
Let us give some details: If the unit conformal defining density σ determines the Poincaré–
Einstein metric go and µ is a unit conformal defining density for the conformal embedding of Ξ
in (X, cX), then (see [2]) the minimal hypersurface condition reads

Iσ·Iµ
Ξ
= 0 .

Unfortunately however, the metric go pulled back to Ξ does not in general have constant scalar
curvature, so Equation (1.6) cannot be directly applied. Nonetheless an analog of the Laplace–R.
operator LT

σ along Ξ suitable for the construction of Q-curvature quantities does exist. Let us
generalize this picture to the case dimX = d (so dimM = d− 1 and dimΣ = d− 2. Then acting
on a weight w 6= 1− d

2 , 2−
d
2 density fΞ ∈ Γ(EΞ[w]), this operator is given by

LT
σ fΞ =

(d+ 2w − 3

d+ 2w − 2
Iσ ·D −

w

d
Iµ·D(Iσ ·Iµ) +

σ

(d+ 2w − 4)(d+ 2w − 2)
Iµ·D

2
)

f
∣

∣

∣

Ξ
,

where f is any extension of fΞ to X . In these terms, the anomaly in the renormalized area of Ξ
gives a higher Willmore

EAGW[Σ →֒ M →֒ (X, cX)] =

ˆ

Σ

dVol(ḡ)QΣ→֒M →֒X
d−2 (ḡ) ,

where this extrinsically-coupled Q-curvature QΣ→֒M →֒X
d−2 (ḡ) is given by

QΣ→֒M →֒X
d−2 (ḡ) =

(

LT
σ

)d−2
log 1

τ

∣

∣

Σ
.

Here τ is any true scale on X and ḡ is the metric on Σ determined by this. Moreover, the above
formula still generates the anomaly in the more general case where go is a singular Yamabe
metric, rather than a Poincaré–Einstein one. In the latter case the above quantity integrated
over Σ only depends on the embedding Σ →֒ (M, c) (so is insensitive to the embedding of M
in (X, cX)) and specializing to d = 6, up to an overall coefficient, gives a holographic formula
for the Graham–Riechert result.
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The second anomaly-based Willmore construction is the one given in the previous section
based on the data of a four manifold Σ embedded in a five-dimensional conformal manifold (M, c).
Indeed the renormalized volume anomaly in Equation (3.1) is a higher Willmore energy

EGW[Σ →֒ (M, c)] =

ˆ

Σ

dVol(ḡ)
(

QΣ
4 +Wm+ U

)

.

This result was proved in [6]. The above display is the integral of the extrinsically-coupled
Q-curvature computed in Theorem 1.2 for closed Σ.

The Gauß–Bonnet theorem applied to the four dimensional hypersurface Σ gives
ˆ

Σ

dVol(ḡ)QΣ
4 = 8π2χ(Σ)−

1

4

ˆ

Σ

dVol(ḡ)|W̄ |2 .

The first term on the right hand side is topological and thus embedding independent, while the
embedding variation of the second term factors through the Bach tensor of (Σ, cΣ). Hence any
amount

´

QΣ
4 can be added to an energy while maintaining its Willmore property. Both anomaly

constructions manifest this property. Also, just as only the integral of the conformally invariant
squared Weyl tensor is needed to write an action whose metric variation yields the Bach tensor,
it is also possible to construct higher Willmore energies whose integrand itself is conformally
invariant. Several such constructions exist, an example of which is −

´

Σ dVol(ḡ)Wm as given
above, another of which is below.

There are two interesting Willmore constructions that rely on tractor hypersurface calculus.
The first, due to Vyatkin [59], relies on a certain Q-operator acting on closed one-forms that
can in principle be twisted by any connection [9, 23]. In particular, by twisting with the tractor
connection of (Σ, cΣ) and acting on the projecting part LA

a ∈ Γ(T ∗Σ⊗T Σ) of the tractor second
fundamental form, and then integrating the result against La

A, produces a higher Willmore energy
for a four manifold Σ embedded in (R5, cstd):

EVy[Σ →֒ (R5, cstd)]
δ
=

1

2

ˆ

Σ

dVol(ḡ)
(

∣

∣∇̄H |2ḡ −H2K + 3H4 −
3

8
K2 +

3

4
I̊I4

)

+ 2π2χ(Σ) .

Our final higher Willmore construction is based on the action of the extrinsically-coupled Paneitz
operator on the normal tractor [30]. For that we need the following result.

Theorem 4.1. Let d = 5. Then, given g ∈ c,

Γ
(

T M [−4]
∣

∣

Σ

)

∋ PΣ →֒M

4 NA g
= NAA+XAB + Z̄A

a Ca + Ȳ AD ,

where

A =− 2
3Wm− 23

6 K
2 + 11

3 I̊Iad I̊IbcW̄abcd +
13
3 I̊Iab∇̄cW⊤

cabn̂ − 4 I̊I2·F̊ − 16F̊ 2 ,

Ca = 8∇̄a( I̊I·F̊ ) + 10
3 I̊Ia·∇̄K + 20

9 K∇̄· I̊Ia ,

D =− 24 I̊I·F̊ ,

and the leading hypersurface derivative term of the scalar B is − 1
3∆̄∇̄·∇̄· I̊I.

This theorem is a corollary of Theorem 7.12 and is proved in Section 7. The result for the
scalar B is implicitly given there and will be used to compute the obstruction of Theorem 2.1.
As a direct consequence of this theorem, we obtain the following corollary:

Corollary 4.2. Let d = 5. Then,

ENN[Σ →֒ (M, c)] :=

ˆ

Σ

dVol(ḡ)NAP
Σ →֒M

4 NA

is a higher Willmore energy and, given g ∈ c,

NAP
Σ →֒M

4 NA g
= − 2

3Wm− 23
6 K

2 + 11
3 I̊Iad I̊IbcW̄abcd +

13
3 I̊Iab∇̄cW⊤

cabn̂ − 4 I̊I2·F̊ − 16F̊ 2 .
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Remark 4.3. In a conformally flat background, the various higher Willmore energies discussed
above can all be expressed as combinations of the integrals of Wm, K2, I̊I4 as well as the Euler
characteristic. It is natural to normalize any energy such that it takes the form 1

2

´

(∇̄ I̊I)2 + · · · ,
and therefore write any given energy E• as

E• =

ˆ

Σ

dVol(ḡ)
(

−Wm+ αK2 + β I̊I4
)

+ 8π2γχ(Σ) .

The coefficients α, β and γ for the various generalized energies are summarized in the table
below.

α β γ

EGu
5
3 − 7

2 −3

EWm 0 0 0

EGR
5
3 − 7

2 −3

EGW
10
3 − 27

2 1

EVy − 7
12 1 0

ENN − 119
12 8 0

�

5. Willmore functional gradients

An interesting problem is to compute the functional gradient of higher Willmore energies.
Such computations are somewhat intricate, but for the Willmore energy based on the anomaly
of the renormalized volume for a singular Yamabe metric,

ESing :=

ˆ

Σ

dVol(ḡ)QΣ→֒M
d−1 (ḡ) ,

there is a streamlined holographic method. In [31] it is observed that the obstruction to smoothly
solving the singular Yamabe problem computed for three manifolds in [1] gives the Willmore in-
variant (or equivalently the functional gradient) of the Willmore energy for conformal surface em-
beddings. Subsequently Graham proved that this relation between singular Yamabe obstructions
and functional gradients is a general one that holds in any dimension [37]; see also the alternate
approach [32] based on a distributional calculus of [20]. The key result is that the functional
gradient of ESing is given by the obstruction density BΣ ∈ Γ(EΣ[−5]) corresponding to the func-
tion B|Σ in Condition (iv). For an explicitly given asymptotic singular Yamabe metric, thanks to
Equation (2.1), the obstruction density can easily be computed by calculating the square of the
corresponding scale tractor. To write a general formula, for any conformal embedding, a result
of [34] shows that BΣ can be computed from knowledge of how the extrinsically-coupled Paneitz
operator acts on the normal tractor. In d = 5 dimensions,

(5.1) BΣ = 1
1440 (D̄A ◦ ⊤)

(

PΣ →֒M

4 NA − 3I·D̂3(XAKe)
)

.

Here Ke is the canonical extension of the rigidity density given by

Ke := (D̂I)2 ∈ Γ(EM [−2]) .

We also employ the notation ḟ := I ·D̂f for any density f ∈ Γ(EM [w]) where w 6= 1 − d
2 . We

now need the following result.
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Lemma 5.1. Let d = 5 and Ke be defined as above. Then along Σ, the weight −5 density
...
Ke is

given by the following sum of conformally invariant terms
...
Ke

∣

∣

Σ
=− 32Lab I̊I3(ab)◦ − 48Lab( I̊I(a·F̊ b)◦) + 10Lab(K I̊Iab)− 48W⊤

ABCN
ˆ̄DAFBC

− 42K I̊I·F̊ − 48 I̊I·F̊ 2 − 24 I̊Ibc(5F̊ ad +Wn̂
ad

n̂)W̄abcd − 48 I̊IabW
⊤
acdn̂W

bcd⊤
n̂

+ 8I̊I·B̄ − 24(F̊ ab +Wn̂
ab

n̂)∇̄
cW⊤

cabn̂ ,

where Lab defines the mapping

Γ(⊙2
◦T

∗Σ[−1]) ∋ Xab 7−→ ∇̄·∇̄·X + P̄ ·X ∈ Γ(EΣ[−5]) ,

and
W⊤

ABCN
ˆ̄DAFBC = −F̊ ·C⊤

n̂ +W⊤
abcn̂∇̄

aF̊ bc −H I̊I2·F̊ + 2HF̊ 2 .

The proof of this result is given in Section 7. Applying Equation (5.1), Lemma 5.1, and Theo-
rem 4.1 we obtain the following result.

Theorem 5.2. Let d = 5. Then the obstruction density is given by the sum of conformally
invariant terms

BΣ = − 1
120

[

Ob+ 16Lab I̊I3(ab)◦ + 36Lab( I̊I(a·F̊ b)◦) +
1
6L

ab(K I̊Iab) + 54W⊤
ABCN

ˆ̄DAFBC

+ 3(4Wn̂
ab

n̂ + 3F̊ ab)∇̄cW⊤
cabn̂ − 13 I̊I·B̄ + (12Wn̂

ad
n̂ + 69F̊ ad) I̊IbcW̄abcd

+ 24 I̊IabW
⊤
acdn̂W

bcd⊤
n̂ + 60 I̊I·F̊ 2 + 89

2 K I̊I·F̊
]

,

where

Ob := ∆̄∇̄·∇̄· I̊I + 6 ∇̄·B⊤
n̂ + 6 I̊I·B⊤ − 6 P̄ ·C⊤

n̂

− 6 P̄ab∇̄cW⊤
cabn̂ + 9 P̄ ·∆̄ I̊I− J̄ ∇̄·∇̄· I̊I + 6 (∇̄ I̊I)·(∇̄P̄ ) + 4 (∇̄· I̊I)·∇̄J̄ + 3 I̊I·∇̄∇̄J̄

+ 12 I̊I·∇̄∇̄·F̊ + 15 F̊ ·∆̄ I̊I + 14 (∇̄· I̊I)·(∇̄·F̊ ) + 12 (∇̄ I̊I)·(∇̄F̊ )− 18W⊤
abcn̂∇̄

aF̊ bc

− 5
6 I̊I·∇̄∇̄K − 2

3 (∇̄· I̊I)· I̊I·(∇̄· I̊I)− 7
4 (∇̄· I̊I)·∇̄K

+ 24 I̊I·P̄ ·F̊ − 9 J̄ I̊I·P̄ − 15 J̄ I̊I·F̊ + 5
3 K I̊I·P̄

− 6(∇̄H)·
[

1
8∇̄K + 1

3 I̊I·(∇̄· I̊I)− ∇̄·F̊
]

+ 6H∇̄·∇̄·F̊ − 3
2H I̊I·∆̄ I̊I− 2H(∇̄· I̊I)2 − 3

4 H∆̄K + 12HF̊ ·P̄ + 3HKJ̄

+ 3
2H I̊Iab∇̄cW⊤

cabn̂ + 3
2HW̄ abcd I̊I

ad I̊Ibc − 12H
[

I̊I·C⊤
n̂ + 1

2 Htr I̊I3 − H I̊I·F̊
]

∈ Γ(EΣ[−5]) .

Since BΣ is the variation of EGW, the leading term of Ob demonstrates that EGW satisfies
the variational Property (ii) of Definition 1.3 and is therefore a higher Willmore energy. By
inspection, the same holds for EWm and in turn all of the higher Willmore energies discussed
above. The proof of the above theorem is given in Section 7. Note also that a formula for
the d = 5 obstruction density in terms of a unit defining function, its jets, and a given choice of
scale but not decomposed into hypersurface invariants, was presented in [20].

6. Conformally invariant powers of the Laplacian: Existence

We now study the existence of conformally invariant operators with no intrinsic counterparts
on generally conformally curved manifolds whose existence were established in [30].

6.1. Conformally invariant Laplacian squares in two dimensions. In dimensions n > 3,
the Paneitz operator of Equation (1.1) expressed in terms of the trace-free Ricci tensor and scalar
curvature is given by

P4 = ∆2 − (n−1)2−5
2n(n−1) ∇a ◦ Sc ◦ ∇

a − (n+2)(n−2)(n−4)
16n(n−1)2 Sc2 − n−4

4(n−1)

(

(∆Sc) + (n−2)(n+2)
4n(n−1) Sc2

)

+ 1
n−2

(

4∇a ◦
◦

Ricab ◦ ∇b −
n−4
n−2

◦

Ric2
)

.
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Trouble in dimension two is signalled by the pole at n = 2 in this formula, although the residue
vanishes because the trace-free Ricci tensor is identically zero in this dimension. In fact, given
only the intrinsic data (Σ2, cΣ), there is no natural conformally invariant linear differential op-
erator with leading terms ∆2: It is not difficult to check that there is no choice of parameters α,
β, γ and δ such that ∆2 +αSc∆+ β(∇aSc)∇

a + γ(∆Sc) + δSc2 is an invariant operator acting
on weight one densities.

One way to view the failure of Paneitz in dimension two is to observe that the numerator
of the n = 2 pole becomes conformally invariant (by virtue of vanishing identically) in n = 2

dimensions. Notice, however, that away from n = 2 dimensions, R̊ic/(n − 2) transforms under
conformal changes of metric ĝ = e2ωg by a shift of ∇(a∇b)◦ω + (∇(aω)∇b)◦ω. In dimension two
it is still the case that such terms need to be cancelled.

To produce an invariant P4 operator in two dimensions, additional data in the form of a
suitable tensor with the transformation property ∇(a∇b)◦ω + (∇(aω)∇b)◦ω is necessary. The
data of a tensor transforming this way is called a Möbius structure and is also required to
write down a tractor connection for two-dimensional conformal manifolds [12]. A natural way
to generate a Möbius structure is by embedding the 2-manifold Σ in some ambient conformal
manifold. The following result relies on this mechanism.

Lemma 6.1. Let d = 3. Then the mapping

f 7→ ∆̄2f + 4∇̄a ◦ Pab ◦ ∇̄
bf

+
[

2∇̄·∇̄·P − ∆̄J + 2P2 − J 2 + 2∇̄a

(

I̊Iab∇̄· I̊Ib

)

+ 2(∇̄· I̊I)2 + 1
4K

2
]

f

with J := Pa
a where

Pab := P⊤
ab +H I̊Iab +

1
2H

2ḡab −
1
2Kḡab ,

defines a conformal squared Laplacian operator

Γ(EΣ[1]) → Γ(EΣ[−3]) .

Proof. The claimed conformal variation can be verified by direct computation. Alternatively,
there is a simple dimensional continuation argument. Consider, a d − 1 dimensional hypersur-
face Σ embedded in a conformal manifold (M, c) with d > 4. The operator

(6.1) ˆ̄DA ◦ PΣ→֒M
2 ◦ ˆ̄DA

maps Γ(EΣ[ 5−d
2 ]) → Γ(EΣ[− 3+d

2 ]), where PΣ→֒M
2 is defined in Theorem 2.4 and is given by

PΣ→֒M
2 = ∆⊤ + 3−d

2

(

J̄ − 1
2(d−2)K

)

.

The operator (6.1) can be expressed in terms of the Levi-Civita connection as follows

ˆ̄DAPΣ→֒M
2

ˆ̄DA = 5−d
2 ∆̄2

+ ∇̄a ◦
[

− 2(d− 5)P̄ab − 4(d− 4)F̊ ab − 2 I̊I2ab −
(d−3)2(d−7)
4(d−1)(d−2)Kḡab

+ 1
2 (d− 3)(d− 5)J̄ ḡab

]

◦ ∇̄b

− d−5
2

(

− d−5
2 ∆̄J̄ − (d− 5)P̄ 2 + 1

4 (d− 1)(d− 5)J̄2 + (d−3)2

4(d−1)(d−2)∆̄K

− 2(d− 5)F̊ ·P̄ − (d− 5)F̊ 2 − (d−3)2(d−5)
4(d−1)(d−2)KJ̄ − d−5

4(d−1)(d−2)2K
2 + 2∇̄·∇̄F̊

+ 2
d−2∇̄

a( I̊Iab∇̄· I̊Ib)− d−5
(d−2)2 (∇̄· I̊I)2

)

.

As written, this identity cannot be dimensionally continued because neither P̄ nor F̊ are defined
in hypersurface dimension d− 1 = 2. Instead, observe that for all d > 4,

F̊ = P⊤ − ˚̄P +H I̊I− 1
d−1 ḡ

(

J̄ − d−1
2 H2 + 1

2(d−2)K) and ˚̄P = R̊ic/(d− 3) .
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Note that R̊ic is well defined in all dimensions so can be “dimensionally continued” to hypersurface
dimension d− 1 = 2 (where it vanishes). Also J̄ is defined in hypersurface dimension d− 1 = 2
by the identity J̄ = Sc/(2(d− 2)). Thus, in these terms, we have

ˆ̄DAPΣ→֒M
2

ˆ̄DA = 5−d
2 ∆̄2

+ ∇̄a ◦
[

4(4− d)P⊤
ab + 2R̊icab − 2 I̊I2ab −

d2
−12d+31
4(d−2) Kḡab +

(d−3)2

2(d−1) J̄ ḡab

+ 4(4− d)H I̊Iab + 2(4− d)H2ḡab

]

◦ ∇̄b

− d−5
2

(

(5− d)(P⊤)2 + (d−1)(d−5)
4 J̄2 − d−1

2 ∆̄J + 2∇̄·∇̄·P⊤

+ (d−1)(d−5)
4 H4 − (2d−3)(d−5)

2(d−2) H2K − (d−5)H2J̄ − 2(d−5)H I̊I·P⊤ + 2H∇̄·∇̄· I̊I

+ 2H∆̄H − (d−5)2

4(d−2)KJ̄ + 2I̊I·∇̄∇̄H + 4(∇̄· I̊I)·∇̄H − (d−5)
(d−2)2 (∇̄· I̊I)2

+ (d−5)
4(d−2)∆̄K + 2(∇̄H)2 + 2

d−2∇̄
a( I̊Iab∇̄· I̊Ib)

)

.

Taking the limit where d → 3 so that R̊ic = 0 and defining P := P⊤ + H I̊I + 1
2H

2ḡ − 1
2Kḡ

completes the proof. �

6.2. Conformally invariant Laplacian cubes in four dimensions. The operator

(6.2) D̂TA ◦ PΣ →֒M

4 ◦ D̂T
A

defines a mapping

Γ
(

EΣ
[

7−d
2

])

−→ Γ
(

EΣ
[

−5−d
2

])

,

with leading derivative term proportional to ∆̄3; see [34]. When d = 5 (so Σ is a four manifold)
this defines a sixth order Laplacian power PΣ→֒M

6 . An explicit Riemannian formula for PΣ→֒M
6

follows as a direct corollary of Theorem 7.12, however this necessarily involves many terms, see
for example already the result of [26] for the intrinsic sixth order Laplacian power of Graham,
Jennes, Mason, and Sparling (GJMS) [38] for conformal manifolds of dimension five and higher.
However, when Σ is embedded as the conformal infinity of a Poincaré–Einstein structure it is
possible to write down a relatively compact formula. Note that there is no contradiction with an
old result of Graham that no sixth order GJMS operator exists on generally curved conformal
four manifolds [35]. That result relies on the fact that the Bach tensor intrinsic to a four manifold
is a conformal invariant, indeed it appears as the residue of a 1/(d−5) pole in the intrinsic result
of [26]. However, the operator PΣ→֒M

6 above probes data not fixed by the intrinsic conformal
geometry of Σ which allows for the replacement of the intrinsic Bach tensor by an object with
the correct transformation property:

Theorem 6.2. Let Σ be embedded as the conformal infinity of a Poincaré–Einstein struc-
ture (M, c). Then the mapping

f 7→ ∆̄3f − 3J̄∆̄2f + 16P̄ ·∇̄∇̄∆̄f + 10(∇̄J̄)·∇̄∆̄f + 16(∇̄P̄ )·(∇̄∇̄∇̄f)

+
(

(∆̄J̄) ḡ + 20(∇̄∇̄J̄)− J̄2ḡ − 16J̄ P̄ − 24P̄ 2ḡ + 32W̄ (·, P̄, ·) + 144P̄ 2 + 16B⊤

)

·∇̄∇̄f

+
(

8(∇̄∆̄J̄)− 14J̄(∇̄J̄) + 72(∇̄J̄)·P̄ + 32(∇̄P̄ 2)− 80C̄(·, P̄ ) + 16(∇̄·B⊤)
)

·∇̄f

+
(

(∆̄2J̄) + 3J̄3 − 24J̄ P̄ 2 − 5J̄(∆̄J̄) + 8P̄ ·W̄ (·, P̄, ·) + 48P̄ 3 + 16P̄ ·(∇̄∇̄J̄)

+ 8(∇̄P̄ )2 − 8(∇̄P̄ )·C̄ + 2(∇̄J̄)2 − 16P̄ ·B̄ + 16P̄ ·B⊤ + 8(∇̄·∇̄·B⊤)
)

f ,

where B⊤ is the projection of the Bach tensor of (M, g) to the hypersurface Σ, defines a conformal
cubed-Laplacian operator

Γ(EΣ[1]) → Γ(EΣ[−5]) .
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The proof is given in Section 7. Note that the conclusion of the theorem also holds for any
asymptotically Poincaré–Einstein structure, meaning any metric go on M\Σ whose trace-free

Schouten tensor obeys P̊ = O(σ2).
Following the discussion above, the appearance of the projected bulk Bach tensor B⊤ in

Theorem 6.2 parallels that of P⊤ in Lemma 6.1. This is part of a more general picture linked
to the conformal fundamental forms of [6]. Just as a third fundamental form, in the guise of the
Fialkow tensor, was used to construct a tensor of the form P⊤+· · · with the same transformation
properties P̄ in dimensions d > 4, the (conditional) higher fundamental forms of [6] can be used
for the same purpose. In particular, in dimension d = 6, a conditional fifth fundamental form is
given by

B̊⊤ − d−4
d−5 B̄ + · · ·

and is invariant, and hence can be used to construct a tensor with the same transformation
properties as B̄ (when d > 6). A dimensional continuation argument can then be used to extract
the tensor in d = 5 dimensions required in the above theorem.

7. Proofs

In this section we prove Theorem 7.12 as well as some consequences that we recorded in
Results 1.1, 4.1,5.1, 5.2, and 6.2. Our methods rely heavily on hypersurface tractor calculus, in
particular the general theory presented in [30, 34, 52, 42] as well as its further development given
in [6]. We therefore begin by recording a collection of useful tractor identities.

7.1. Consequences of Leibniz’s failure. In this section we develop identities involving any
weight one density σ and its interactions with the Thomas-D operator and the canonical trac-
tor X . These all follow from straightforward applications of the Leibniz failure identity of [46],
proved in [30], which encodes the failure of the Thomas-D operator to be a derivation:

Proposition 7.1. Let Ti ∈ Γ(EΦM [wi]) for i = 1, 2, and hi := d+2wi, h12 := d+2w1+2w2−2
with hi 6= 0 6= h12. Then,

D̂A(T1T2)− (D̂AT1)T2 − T1(D̂
AT2) = −

2

h12
XA(D̂BT1)(D̂

BT2) .

In principle, all of the following identities can be proved by hand using the above proposition.
We have employed the symbolic algebra system FORM [58] to handle more intricate cases. First
we need some simplifying notations.

Definition 7.2. Let σ ∈ Γ(EM [1]). Then, in dimensions d where the right hand sides below are
well-posed, we define the following quantities:

IσA := D̂Aσ ∈ Γ(T M [0]) ,

P σ
AB := D̂AI

σ
B ∈ Γ(⊙2

◦T M [−1]) ,

Ṗ σ
AB := Iσ·D̂ P σ

AB ∈ Γ(⊙2
◦T M [−2]) ,

P̈ σ
AB := Iσ·D̂2 P σ

AB ∈ Γ(⊙2
◦T M [−3]) ,

Kσ
e := P σ

ABP
σAB ∈ Γ(EM [−2]) ,

K̇σ
e := Iσ ·D̂ P σ

ABP
σAB ∈ Γ(EM [−3]) ,

K̈σ
e := (Iσ ·D̂)2 P σ

ABP
σAB ∈ Γ(EM [−4]) ,

...
Kσ

e := (Iσ ·D̂)3 P σ
ABP

σAB ∈ Γ(EM [−5]) .

�

We are particularly interested in the case that σ is an asymptotic unit defining density deter-
mined by a conformal hypersurface embedding Σ →֒ (M, c). In that case we shall often drop the

superscript σ. Note that the densities Ke, K̇e,... defined above agree with the definitions for the
same given in Section 5.

Many of the identities that follow only hold when when evaluated along Σ. In order to
establish equality along Σ, some of the results below require the tangential property of the
tangential Thomas-D operator D̂T defined below.
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Proposition 7.3. Let w + d
2 6= 1, 32 , 2, let σ be an asymptotic unit defining density for Σ →֒

(Md, c), and let I = D̂σ. Then, the operator

D̂T := D̂A − IAI·D̂ +
XA

d+ 2w − 3
I·D̂2 ,(7.1)

mapping Γ(T ΦM [w]) → Γ(T M ⊗ T ΦM [w − 1]), is tangential. Moreover, if WA is any operator
acting on tractors of weight 1−d

2 that obeys

WA ◦XA = 0 ,

then the operator

W·D̂T := WA ◦
(

D̂A − IAI·D̂
)

is also tangential.

Proof. The proof can be found in [25, 34, 6]. �

Just as in Riemannian geometry, where the Gauss formula (2.2) relates the ambient connection
to the hypersurface connection, a similar result relates the bulk and hypersurface Thomas-D
operators; see [34, 6]. For this we need a tractor Γ that combines the Fialkow tractor and tractor
second fundamental form:

ΓABC := 2N[CLB]A + 2X[CFB]A + K
(d−1)(d−2)X[C h̄B]A.(7.2)

In these terms we have the following result:

Theorem 7.4 (Gauß–Thomas formula [6], Theorem 1.2). Let w+ d
2 6= 1, 32 , 2. Acting on weight w

tractors, the bulk tangential and hypersurface Thomas-D operators obey

D̂T
A

Σ
= ˆ̄DA + ΓA

♯ − XA

d+2w−3

{

2ΓB
♯ ◦ ˆ̄DB +ΓB♯ ◦ ΓB

♯ + 1
(d−1)(d−2)

[(

ˆ̄D[·K
)

X
·]

]♯

− (3d−1)wK
2(d−1)(d−2)

}

.

7.1.1. Commutators. The simplest identities we require are commutators involving the objects
in Definition 7.2 and the Thomas-D operator.

Lemma 7.5. Let σ be any weight w = 1 density. Acting on tractors of weight w such that D̂ as
it appears below is well-defined, the following operator identities hold:

[

D̂A, σ
]

= IA − 2
hXAI·D̂ ,

[

D̂A, XB

]

= hAB − 2
hXAD̂B ,

[

D̂A, IB
]

= PAB − 2
h−2XAPCBD̂

C ,

where h := d+ 2w.

Proof. The results follow from a direct application of Proposition 7.1 and Definition 7.2. �

Remark 7.6. It is useful to define the operator h which, when acting on a weight w tractor T ,
returns the value h = d+ 2w, i.e.,

hT = hT .

Note that rational functions of the operator h are defined in the obvious way. �

Lemma 7.7. Let σ be an asymptotic unit defining density. Then, acting on tractors with
weight w =: 1

2 (h − d) such that D̂ as it appears below is well-defined, the following operator
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identities hold:
[

I·D̂,XA
]

= IA − 2σ
h D̂A ,(7.3)

[

I·D̂, D̂A

]

= −PABD̂
B − IB

[

D̂A, D̂B

]

+ 2
h−4 XAP

BCD̂BD̂C ,(7.4)

(I·D̂)k ◦ σ = h−2k
h σ(I·D̂)k + k(h−k+1)

h (I·D̂)k−1 +O(σd−k+1) ,(7.5)

[

I·D̂, IA

]

= 1
d−2 XAK − 2σ

h−2PABD̂
B +O(σd−2) ,(7.6)

[

I·D̂, PAB
]

= ṖAB − 2σ
h−4

(

D̂EPAB
)

D̂E .(7.7)

Proof. As in Lemma 7.5, the lemma follows from Proposition 7.1 and Definition 7.2. The third
identity requires a simple induction argument. The third and fourth identities also require that
I2 = 1+O(σd). Also, Equation (7.6) uses that D̂AIB = D̂BIA. Note that Equations (7.3), (7.4)
and (7.7) in fact hold for any weight one density σ. �

It is also useful to record an identity relating the commutator of two Thomas-D operators
and the W -tractor.

Proposition 7.8. In dimension d 6= 4, the commutator of Thomas-D operators is given by

[DA, DB] = (d+ 2w − 4)(d+ 2w − 2)WAB
♯ + 4X[AWB]C

♯ ◦DC .

Proof. The proof is given in [6, 28, 22]. �

The above proposition inspires one more useful commutator result:

Lemma 7.9. Let σ be an asymptotic unit defining density and let TΦAB ∈ Γ(T ΦM⊗∧2T M [w′])
such that TΦ♯ denotes the tractor-valued tractor-endomorphism TΦ♯V A 7→ TΦA

BV
B, that extends

by Leibniz to act on general tractor tensors. Then, acting on a tractor of weight w such that D̂
as it appears below is well-defined, the following operator identities hold:
[

D̂A, T
Φ♯
]

= (D̂AT
Φ♯)− TΦ

A
BD̂B − 2

h+2w′−2XA(D̂CT
Φ♯) ◦ D̂C + 2

h+2w′−2XA(D̂CT
ΦC

D)D̂D ,
[

I·D̂, TΦ♯
]

= (I·D̂TΦ♯)− 2σ
h+2w′−2 (D̂CT

Φ♯) ◦ D̂C + 2σ
h+2w′−2(D̂CT

ΦC
D)D̂D ,

where h := d+ 2w.

Proof. This operator identity is an elementary application of Lemma 7.1 while accounting for
the action of TΦ♯. �

7.1.2. Operator identities along Σ. Here we provide a list of operator identities valid along Σ.
These identities were proved using Definition 7.2, Lemmas 7.5 and 7.7, and the computer algebra
system FORM. The next lemma shows how to convert various operators involving Thomas-D
operators to combinations of their tangential parts and Laplace–Robin operators.

Lemma 7.10. Acting on tractors of weight w =: 1
2 (h − d), and such that D̂ and D̂T as they

appear below are well-defined, the following operator identities hold:

PAB ◦ D̂A ◦ D̂B
Σ
= PABD̂T

AD̂
T
B + h−4

d−2KI·D̂ ,(7.8)

PAB ◦ D̂A ◦ PC
B ◦ D̂C

Σ
= PA

C PCBD̂T
AD̂

T
B + PAB(D̂

APBC)D̂T
C ,(7.9)

PA
C PCB ◦ D̂A ◦ D̂B

Σ
= − 1

h−3KI·D̂2 + P 3I·D̂ + PA
C PCBD̂T

AD̂
T
B ,(7.10)

(D̂AK) ◦ D̂A
Σ
= 2

h−3KI·D̂2 + K̇I·D̂ + (D̂AK)D̂T
A ,(7.11)
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IA(D̂
CPAB) ◦ D̂C ◦ D̂B

Σ
= 2h−d−6

(d−2)(h−3)KI·D̂2 + (d−6)(h−d−2)
2(d−2)(d−4) K̇I·D̂

− h−6
d−4P

3I·D̂ − PA
C PCBD̂T

AD̂
T
B

+ h−d−2
d−4 PAB(D̂

APBC)D̂
T
C + (d−6)(h−d−2)

2(d−2)(d−4) (D̂AK)D̂T
A ,

(7.12)

IAP̈
AB ◦ D̂B

Σ
= 2

(d−2)(h−3)KI·D̂2 + 2(d−5)
(d−2)(d−4)K̇I·D̂ − 2

d−4P
3I·D̂

+ 2
d−4PAB(D̂

APBC)D̂T
C − 2

(d−2)(d−4)(D̂
AK)D̂T

A

+ h−d
(d−2)2K

2 + h−d
2(d−2)K̈ ,

(7.13)

(D̂AṖ
AB) ◦ D̂B

Σ
= d−2

(d−6)(h−3)KI·D̂2 + d−4
d−6K̇I·D̂

− d−4
d−6PABṖ

ABI·D̂ − 2
d−6P

3I·D̂ + (D̂AṖ
AB)D̂T

B ,

(7.14)

D̂A ◦ ṖAB ◦ D̂B
Σ
= (d+2)h−8d

(d−2)(h−3)(h−8)KI·D̂2 + (d2
−5d+2)h−7d2+40d−36
(d−2)(d−4)(h−8) K̇I·D̂

− 2(h−6)
(d−4)(h−8)P

3I·D̂ − h−6
h−8PABṖ

ABI·D̂ + h−6
h−8P

ABD̂AD̂B

+ (d−6)(h−d−2)
(d−2)(d−4)(h−8)(D̂

AK)D̂T
A + (d−6)(h−6)

(d−4)(h−8)(D̂AṖ
AB)D̂T

B .

(7.15)

Proof. These identities result from a series of symbolic algebra calculations using FORM. The
files performing these calculations are documented in [7]. �

In addition to Definition 7.2 and Lemmas 7.5 and 7.7, to establish the following lemma for
operators involving the Laplace–Robin operator, we also need to use Lemma 7.10.

Lemma 7.11. Acting on tractors of weight w =: 1
2 (h − d), and such that D̂ and D̂T as they

appear below are well-defined, the following operator identities hold:

XA ◦ I·D̂ ◦XA
Σ
= 0 ,(7.16)

XA ◦ I·D̂2 ◦XA
Σ
= −h−d

h ,(7.17)

XA ◦ I·D̂3 ◦XA
Σ
= − 3(h−d−2)

h I·D̂ ,(7.18)

XA ◦ I·D̂4 ◦XA
Σ
= − 6(h−d−4)

h I·D̂2 − 2h3
−(2d+20)h2+(16d+56)h−48d

h(d−2)(h−2)(h−4) K ,(7.19)

XA ◦ I·D̂ ◦ IA
Σ
= 0 ,(7.20)

XA ◦ I·D̂2 ◦ IA
Σ
= 0 ,(7.21)

XA ◦ I·D̂3 ◦ IA
Σ
= h2

−(d+4)h+8d−8
(d−2)(h−2)(h−4)K ,(7.22)

XA ◦ I·D̂4 ◦ IA
Σ
= 4(h−5)(h2

−(d+8)h+10d+4)
(d−2)(h−2)(h−4)(h−6) K I·D̂ − 12

(h−2)(h−4)P
ABD̂T

AD̂
T
B

+ 3h2
−(3d+12)h+30d−36
(d−2)(h−2)(h−4) K̇ ,

(7.23)

IA ◦ I·D̂ ◦XA
Σ
= 1 ,(7.24)
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IA ◦ I·D̂2 ◦XA
Σ
= 2(h−1)

h I·D̂ ,(7.25)

IA ◦ I·D̂3 ◦XA
Σ
= 3(h−2)

h I·D̂2 − 2h2
−(d+8)h+6d

h(d−2)(h−2) K ,(7.26)

IA ◦ I·D̂4 ◦XA
Σ
= 4(h−3)

h I·D̂3 − 4(h−3)(−2h2+(d+16)h−8d−24)
(d−2)h(h−2)(h−4) KI·D̂

− 12
h(h−2)P

ABD̂T
AD̂

T
B + 3h3

−(d+28)h2+(14d+68)h+48d
(d−2)h(h−2)(h−4) K̇ ,

(7.27)

XA ◦ I·D̂ ◦ D̂A
Σ
= h−2−d

2 I·D̂ ,(7.28)

XA ◦ I·D̂2 ◦ D̂A
Σ
= h−d−4

2 I·D̂2 + h−d
2(d−2)K ,(7.29)

XA ◦ I·D̂3 ◦ D̂A
Σ
= − 2(2h−d−10)

(h−4)(h−6)P
ABD̂T

AD̂
T
B + h−d−6

2 I·D̂3

+ 3h2
−(3d+28)h+22d+52
2(d−2)(h−6) KI·D̂ + h−d

d−2 K̇ + 2
h−4I

AD̂B[D̂A, D̂B] ,
(7.30)

XA ◦ I·D̂4 ◦ D̂A
Σ
= h−d−8

2 I·D̂4

+ 3h5
−(3d+83)h4+(71d+908)h3

−(608d+4932)h2+(6d2+2244d+13224)h−48d2
−3024d−13536

(d−2)(h−3)(h−4)(h−6)(h−8) KI·D̂2

+ h−d
2(d−2)2K

2 + 3(h−d)
2(d−2) K̈

+ 4h3
−(4d+61)h2+(57d+248)h−204d−120

(d−2)(h−6)(h−8) K̇I·D̂

+ 6
h−4I

AD̂BI·D̂[D̂A, D̂B] +
2

h−6I
AD̂B[D̂A, D̂B]I·D̂

− 4(h−7)
(h−4)(h−6)I

A[D̂A, D̂B]IC [D̂
B , D̂C ]

+ 2(10h2
−(3d+130)h+24d+408)
(h−4)(h−6)(h−8) PABICD̂A[D̂B, D̂C ]

+ 2(5h2
−(3d+74)h+24d+264)
(h−4)(h−6)(h−8) PABIC [D̂A, D̂C ]

(

D̂T
B + IBI·D̂

)

− 16h2
−(8d+212)h+56d+688
(h−4)(h−6)(h−8) PABD̂T

AD̂
T
BI·D̂

+ 26h2
−(12d+368)h+96d+1248
(h−4)(h−6)(h−8) PA

C PCBD̂T
BD̂

T
A

+ 10h2
−(6d+148)h+48d+528
(h−4)(h−6)(h−8) P 3I·D̂

+ 4(3h2
−38h+116)

(h−4)(h−6)2(h−8)P
A
C PBC [D̂A, D̂B]

+ (16d−60)h2
−(6d2+196d−840)h+48d2+528d−2784
(d−4)(h−4)(h−6)(h−8) PAB

(

D̂AP
C
B

)

D̂T
C

− 3(h−d)
(d−2)(h−6)

(

D̂AK
)

D̂T
A

− 6(2h−d−12)
(h−4)(h−6) Ṗ

ABD̂AD̂B

+ 2
h−8P

ABṖABI·D̂

− 2(d−6)
(d−4)(h−8)

(

D̂AṖ
AB

)

D̂T
B ,

(7.31)

D̂A ◦ I·D̂2 ◦XA Σ
= (d+h)(h+2)

2h I·D̂2 + h3+(d−6)h2
−2dh+8d

2h(d−2)(h−4) K ,(7.32)
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D̂A ◦ I·D̂2 ◦ D̂A Σ
= −h−6

h−8K̇I·D̂

+ 2h3
−32h2+(d+160)h−8d−236

(h−3)(h−6)(h−8) KI·D̂2

+ IAD̂B
(

I·D̂[D̂A, D̂B] + [D̂A, D̂B]I·D̂
)

− d−2
h−6P

ABICD̂A[D̂B, D̂C ]

− h2+(d−14)h−8d+52
(h−6)(h−8) PABIC [D̂A, D̂C ]D̂B

+ 2(d−2)(h−7)
(h−6)(h−8) P

ABD̂T
AD̂

T
BI·D̂

− h2+(d−14)h−8d+52
(h−6)(h−8) P 3I·D̂

− h2+(2d−14)h−16d+56
(h−6)(h−8) PA

C PCBD̂T
AD̂

T
B

+ 2h2
−(d2

−4d+24)h+8d2
−36d+88

(d−4)(h−6)(h−8) PAB
(

D̂AP
C
B

)

D̂T
C

+ h−6
h−8P

ABṖABI·D̂ + d−2
h−6 Ṗ

ABD̂AD̂B

− (d−6)(h−6)
(d−4)(h−8)

(

D̂AṖ
AB

)

D̂T
B .

(7.33)

Proof. This lemma was proved sequentially using FORM—generally, the more complex identities
rely on the less complex ones. �

We are now ready to tackle the proof of the central result given in Theorem 7.12].

7.2. Boundary tractor formula for the extrinsic Paneitz operator. Recall that the
Paneitz operator P4 intrinsic to a conformal n-manifold (Σ, cΣ), acting on weight 2 − n

2 6= 0
densities, can be expressed as

P4 = 8
n−4 D̂

A ◦ P2 ◦ D̂A ,

where P2 is the Yamabe operator/conformal Laplacian on weight 1 − n
2 tractors defined by

DAT = −XAP2T for T ∈ Γ(T M [1 − n
2 ]); see for example [21, 26]. Therefore, to write the

holographic formula of Theorem 2.4 for PΣ →֒M

4 explicitly in terms of hypersurface data, our plan

is to convert the operator (I·D̂)4 to the form

PΣ →֒M

4
Σ
= 8

d−5 D̂
T A ◦ PΣ →֒M

2 ◦ D̂T
A + lower derivative terms.

Here the extrinsically-coupled Yamabe operator PΣ →֒M

2 is defined on tractors of weight 3−d
2 by

the tangential operator I·D̂2 (again see Theorem 2.4). In the case that the operator PΣ →֒M

4 acts
on sections of T ΦΣ

[

5−d
2

]

, Theorem 7.4 can be used to convert tangential Thomas-D operators
to hypersurface ones. The result of this computation is given below.

Theorem 7.12. Let σ be a unit conformal defining density for Σ →֒ (M, c),where M has di-
mension d > 8. Then, acting on sections of Γ(T ΦM [ 5−d

2 ]|Σ),

PΣ →֒M

4
Σ
= 8

d−5 D̂
TA ◦ PΣ →֒M

2 ◦ D̂T
A

+
(

4(2d−11)
d−5 LACLB

C + 4(d−3)(d−6)
d−5 FAB − 8

d−5W
AB ♯

)

◦ D̂T
A ◦ D̂T

B

+
(

4(2d−11)
d−5 LBC(

ˆ̄DBLCA)− 2(d2
−8d+17)

(d−1)(d−2)(d−5)(
ˆ̄DAK) + 4(3d−16)

d−5 NBLCDW
BCDA

− 4(3d−16)
d−5 NBL

A
CW

BC♯ + 4(d−4)
d−5 NBN

C(D̂CW
BA

··
)♯
)

◦ D̂T
A

− 2d4
−21d3+95d2

−200d+152
(d−1)(d−2)2(d−4)2 K2 + d−2

(d−4)2L ·J − 2(d−2)
(d−4)2L

4 + 4d3
−54d2+236d−344

(d−4)2 L·F ·L

+ (3d−16)(d−3)2

d−4 F 2 − 2(d−5)(d−6)
(d−4)2 LACLBDW̄ABCD + (d−5)(d−8)

(d−4)(d−7)(
ˆ̄DALBC)(

ˆ̄DALBC)

+ 4WN
B♯ ◦WNB

♯ + 4
3(d−5) (WNC[·

DWN
C
·]D)♯ − 4NBLAC

(

D̂AWBC
· ·

)♯

.
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The above result can in fact be profitably used in dimensions d = 5, 6, 7 by a dimensional con-
tinuation argument because (I·D̂)4 is well-defined in all these dimensions, so by construction so
too must be the operator appearing in the theorem. The d = 5 case is clearly the most compli-
cated of these continuations, and has been performed in the cases when PΣ →֒M

4 acts on scalars,

the normal tractor, and standard tractors given by D̂T of a scalar density; see Corollary 1.1,
Theorem 4.1 and Equation (6.2). Dimensions d = 6, 7 are discussed below:

First consider d = 6. While there are no explicit poles here, since the tractor

D̂AW
g
= −2YAW + Za

A∇aW − 1
d−6XA(∆W − 2JgW ) ,

it actually has a pole at d = 6. However, note that in the theorem above, the tractor D̂AW only
appears when contracted with NA or LAB. In both cases, the pole can be eliminated by first
working in an arbitrary dimension, there noting that NAXA = 0 = LABXA, and then continuing
down to six dimensions.

Now consider the case where d = 7, which has one explicit pole with residue ( ˆ̄DL)2, and an
implicit one:

ˆ̄DAK
g
= −2ȲAK + Z̄a

A∇̄aK − 1
d−7XA(∆̄K − 2J̄ ḡK) .

However, note that in d = 7,

( ˆ̄DL)2
g
= 1

2

(

∆̄− 2J̄ ḡ
)

K = 1
2 �̄Y K ,

and acting on sections of Γ(EM [ 5−d
2 ])|Σ,

( ˆ̄DAK)D̂T
A

g
= d−5

2(d−7) (∆̄− 2J̄ ḡ)K + regular ,

where “regular” stands for terms that are regular in dimension d = 7. Therefore, away from
d = 7

− 2(d2
−8d+17)

(d−1)(d−2)(d−5)(
ˆ̄DAK)D̂T

A + (d−5)(d−8)
(d−4)(d−7)(

ˆ̄DL)2 = d3
−7d2+8d+8

2(d−1)(d−2)(d−4)(∆̄− 2J̄)K + regular .

Thus, the operator PΣ →֒M

4 can indeed be continued to seven dimensions.

Our next task is to prove the central Theorem 7.12. Note that the algorithm presented below
can be used to decompose quite general tractor operators into tangential and higher transverse
order pieces, the latter captured by powers of the I·D̂ operator.

Proof of Theorem 7.12. As dictated by Theorem 2.4, we begin with the operator I ·D̂4, remem-
bering that we will eventually restrict to the hypersurface Σ. Also, we are ultimately interested
in this operator acting on tractors of weight 5−d

2 . However, to begin with we will take the weight
to be arbitrary, equal to (h− d)/2, and such that denominators of the form h− k for certain k
are avoided. Later we will employ a weight and dimension continuation argument. Note that all
appearances of the operator D̂ in what follows are in fact well-defined even when h = 5. When
problematic poles in the parameter h appear, we will draw the reader’s attention to how these
are handled.

Our strategy is to perform a series of manipulations converting the operator I ·D̂4 to the
operator D̂T

A ◦ I ·D̂2 ◦ D̂T A plus terms of lower transverse order. The transverse order of an
operator measures the maximal number of normal derivatives; a detailed definition may be

found in [6]. The first step is to note that I ·D̂ = D̂A ◦ IA (this follows by contracting the last
identity in Lemma 7.5 with the tractor metric and the fact that PA

A = 0 = XAP
AB). Thus

I·D̂4 = D̂A ◦ IAI·D̂2 ◦ IBD̂B .

We would like to trade the explicit appearances of scale tractors IA and IB in the above display
for an extension of the tractor first fundamental form IAB

ext := hAB − IAIB. For that we must
first bring IA and IB together using Equation (7.6), which gives

I·D̂4 = D̂A ◦ I·D̂ ◦ IAIB ◦ I·D̂ ◦ D̂B +R1

= −D̂A ◦ I·D̂ ◦ IAB
ext ◦ I·D̂ ◦ D̂B +R2 .(7.34)
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Here R1 := D̂A ◦ [IA, I·D̂] ◦ I·D̂ ◦ IBD̂B + D̂A ◦ I·D̂ ◦ IA ◦ [I·D̂, IB ] ◦ D̂B has transverse order no

more than three—see Equation (7.6). The second remainder term R2 := R1 + D̂A ◦ I ·D̂2 ◦ D̂A

also has transverse order no more than three which can be verified using the identity D̂AD̂
A = 0

and Proposition (7.8), which shows that the commutator of a pair of Thomas-D operators has
transverse order one. Later, to simplify R2, we will apply Equation (7.33). We will also handle
lower transverse order remainder terms later.

We employ the identity

IAD
ext = IAB

ext hBCI
CD
ext +O(σd) ,

to produce a pair of extensions of the tractor first fundamental form. (Also observe from Equa-

tion (7.1) that IABD̂
B is very nearly D̂T

A.) We then use Equation (7.6) and Lemma 7.5 to rewrite
Equation (7.34) as

I·D̂4 = −IAB
ext D̂B ◦ I·D̂2 ◦ IextACD̂

C +R3 .

Similar arguments to above show that the latest remainder R3 still has transverse order at most
three. Using Equation (7.1), note that D̂T

A = IextABD̂
B + 1

d+2w−3 XAI·D̂
2. Note that we encounter

no poles applying this identity to the above display when h = 5. This maneuver produces

(7.35) I·D̂4 = −D̂T
A ◦ I·D̂2 ◦ D̂T A + 1

h−3D̂
T
A ◦ I·D̂2 ◦XAI·D̂

2

+ 1
h−9XAI·D̂

4 ◦ D̂T A − 1
(h−3)(h−9)XAI·D̂

4 ◦XAI·D̂2 +R3 .

Applying identities from Lemma 7.11, for the second, third, and fourth terms on the right hand
side above, we find

X̂AI·D̂4 ◦DT
A = h(h−7)(h−d−8)

2(h−3)(h−4) I·D̂4 + · · · ,

D̂T
A ◦ I·D̂2 ◦XAI·D̂2 = (h−5)(h−6)(h+d−10)

2(h−4)(h−9) I·D̂4 + · · · ,

XAI·D̂
4 ◦XAI·D̂2 = − 6(h−d−8)

h−4 I·D̂4 + · · · ,

where · · · represents lower transverse order terms. Then, after collecting all the terms in Equa-
tion (7.35) containing I·D̂4 on the left hand side, we have

(2h−9)(h+d−10)
(h−3)(h−4)(h−9) I·D̂

4 = −D̂T
A ◦ I·D̂2 ◦ D̂T A +R4 .

When h = 5, the coefficient on the left hand side is − d−5
8 . Moreover, at that value of h the

operator I·D̂2 in the first term on the right hand side acts on tractors of weight 1− d−1
2 , in which

case it is tangential and equals PΣ→֒M
2 . Therefore we have established that

PΣ →֒M

4
Σ
= 8

d−5

(

D̂TA
Σ

◦ PΣ →֒M

2 ◦ D̂T
ΣA −R

)

.

It remains to compute the operator R by evaluating R4 along Σ in the limit h → 5.
We must therefore now discuss the poles in R4. The issue is that we cannot use Equation (7.1)

to convert the operator D̂ to D̂T when acting on tractors of weight 1− d−1
2 . However, since we

know that the limit h → 5 of the operator I ·D̂4 is well-defined, we may employ Equation (7.1)
at general weights and apply a limiting procedure at the end of our calculations.

Returning to R, we first apply Lemma 7.33 to simplify the term D̂AI ·D̂
2D̂A in R4. To

compute R4, we employ an algorithm whose starting point R4 is an operator of transverse
order no more than three, that acts on an arbitrary weight tractors, and is evaluated along Σ.
Moreover, R4 is expressed as a sum of words (each of which has transverse order no more than
three) composed of operator-valued letters in the alphabet given by the scale σ, the scale tractor I,
the canonical tractor X , the Thomas-D operator, the W tractor, the Thomas-D operator acting
on any of the other letters (possibly multiple times), and rational functions of h. Note that the

tractor identities derived so far can be used to simplify these words, e.g., XA ◦ (D̂AIB) = 0. Our
algorithm manipulates such words and letters. We also introduce the distinguished letter

ŷ := −I·D̂ .
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The aim of the algorithm is to iteratively convert any word of transverse order ℓ into the form

Op ◦ ŷℓ ◦ f(h) + · · · ,

where the terms · · · have transverse order lower than ℓ and f(h) is some rational function of the

operator h. Here Op is some tangential operator that may involve an additional letter D̂T. Let
us first sketch main ideas of the algorithm:

Step 0 of the algorithm takes any word containing rational functions of h and rewrites those
words by shifting these operators to the right end of the word. Then, it applies a simplification-
type procedure. While in principle, this simplification is not necessary for the algorithm to achieve
the goal desired, it significantly reduces computational complexity in the implementation in the
attached documentation [7]. This step will be repeated after each of the following steps.

Step 1 takes any word ending in f1(h) and rewrites it in the order

UΘ1

1 · · · ◦ TΦ1♯
1 · · · ◦ D̂T

A1
· · · ◦ D̂B1

· · · ◦ ŷℓ ◦ f2(h) ,

for {UΘi

i } some set of multiplicative letters (acting by tensor multiplication by a tractor), {T
Φj♯
j }

some set of tractor-valued tractor-endomorphism letters, and f2(h) some possibly new rational
function of the letter h.

Step 2 prepares to combine pairs of letters IA and D̂A into −ŷ by commuting the correspond-
ing I’s to the right of the multiplicative letters, the tractor-valued tractor endomorphisms, and
the tangential Thomas-D operators. That is, words containing IA and D̂A are manipulated to
take the form

UΘ1

1 · · · ◦ TΦ1♯
1 · · · ◦ D̂T

A1
· · · ◦ IBk ◦ D̂B1

· · · D̂Bk
· · · ◦ ŷℓ ◦ f(h) .

Step 3 applies the tractor lemmas above to push every IBk past Thomas-D operators with
different indices until it is left-adjacent to its corresponding D̂Bk

, and then combines these terms
to form −ŷ.

Step 4 reapplies Step 1 (so that this newly formed ŷ letter is commuted to the right), leaving
us with words of the form

UΘ1

1 · · · ◦ TΦ1♯
1 · · · ◦ D̂T

A1
· · · ◦ D̂B1

· · · ◦ ŷℓ ◦ f(h) ,

where no letter UΘi

i is a letter IBi with corresponding letter D̂Bi
.

Step 5 rewrites D̂B1
(which by the previous step has no corresponding IB1) in terms of the

tangential Thomas-D operator, D̂T
B1

.

Step 6 repeats the previous five steps so long as any letters D̂ remain. The output of the
algorithm is a linear combination of words of the form

UΘ1

1 · · · ◦ TΦ1♯
1 · · · ◦ D̂T

A1
· · · ◦ I·D̂ℓ ◦ f(h) .

We now present the algorithm in full detail.

Step 0:

Step 0a: For every letter pair of an operator f(h) and some tractor-valued opera-
tor T : Γ(T ΦM [w]) → Γ(T ΘM [w′]) with “operator weight” w′−w, replace f(h)◦TΘ

Φ

by TΘ
Φ ◦ f(h+ 2(w′ − w)).

Step 0b: For any word beginning with multiplicative letters, combine those letters
to reduce complexity using the definitions found in 7.2, the Leibniz failure 7.1,
and Lemmas 7.5 and 7.7. For example, one may write XA(D̂

BD̂CIA) = −PBC

or IAP
AB = − 1

d−2KXB.
Step 1: Repeat the following sub-steps until a full iteration leaves the expression un-

changed (i.e., “repeat until termination”):

Step 1a: Rewrite all two-letter pairs IA ◦ D̂A as −ŷ.
Step 1b: Rewrite every instance of the letter combination [D̂A, D̂B] following Propo-

sition 7.8.
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Step 1c: Repeat until termination: For every letter of the form TΦ♯ and every mul-
tiplicative letter UΘ ∈ Γ(T ΘM [w]), rewrite pairs TΦ♯ ◦ UΘ as

(TΦ♯UΘ) + UΘ ◦ TΦ♯ .

Step 1d: Repeat until termination: For some operators Op1, Op2, and Op3, apply

Proposition 7.1 and Lemmas 7.7 and 7.9 to write all words of the form Op1◦ŷ◦Op2◦ŷ
ℓ

as

Op1 ◦ Op2 ◦ ŷ
ℓ+1 + Op3 ◦ ŷ

ℓ .

By construction Op3 has fewer ŷ’s (including pairs IA ◦ D̂A) in it than the opera-
tor Op1 ◦ Op2. Then apply Step 0.

Step 1e: Repeat until termination: For any operators Op1, Op2 (where Op2 does not

contain the letter D̂), and Op3, apply Proposition 7.1 and Lemmas 7.5 and 7.9 to

write all words of the form Op1 ◦ D̂
A1 ◦ Op2 ◦ D̂

A2 · · · D̂Ak ◦ ŷℓ as

Op1 ◦ Op2 ◦ D̂
A1 · · · D̂Ak ◦ ŷℓ + Op3 ◦ D̂

A2 · · · D̂Ak ◦ ŷℓ .

By construction Op3 has no more operators D̂ in it than the operator Op1. Then
apply Step 0.

Step 1f: Repeat until termination: Use Proposition 7.1 and Lemmas 7.5 and 7.7, for
every combination of letters D̂T ◦ I to the left of every appearance of D̂ or ŷ, to
faithfully replace it with

I ◦ D̂T + OpT1 .

By construction the operator OpT1 is tangential. Similarly, for every combination of

letters D̂T ◦X , replace it with

X ◦ D̂T + OpT2 .

Again the operator OpT2 must be tangential. Then apply Step 0.

Step 2: Repeat until every word containing at least one pair IA ◦ Op ◦ D̂A is written
as Op′ ◦ IAk ◦ D̂A1

· · · D̂Ak
, where Op and Op′ are some combination of letters:

Step 2a: For some operators Op1 and Op2, and for every multiplicative letter UΘ ∈
Γ(T ΘM [w]), rewrite every word of the form Op1 ◦ I

A ◦ UΦ ◦ Op2 as

Op1 ◦ U
Φ ◦ IA ◦ Op2 .

Step 2b: For some operators Op1, Op2, and Op3, and for each tractor-valued tractor-
endomorphism letter TΦ♯, rewrite every word of the form Op1 ◦ IA ◦ TΦ♯ ◦ Op2 ◦

D̂A ◦ Op3 as

Op1 ◦ T
Φ♯ ◦ IA ◦ Op2 ◦ D̂A ◦ Op3 − Op1 ◦ T

ΦA
BI

B ◦ Op2 ◦ D̂A ◦ Op3 .

Step 2c: For some operators Op1, Op2, and Op3, apply Lemmas 7.5 and 7.7 as well

as the definition of D̂T in Definition 7.2 to rewrite every word of the form Op1 ◦

IA ◦ D̂T ◦Op2 ◦ D̂A ◦ Op3 as

Op1 ◦ D̂
T ◦ IA ◦ Op2 ◦ D̂A ◦ Op3 + Op′A ◦ Op2 ◦ D̂

A ◦Op3 ,

for some Op′A that does not contain the letter IA. This step is designed to only

move I’s to the right when they can be contracted on to D̂’s. Apply Step 0.
Step 3: Repeat until each word has one fewer (or zero) pair(s) of letters IAi and D̂Ai

.
For some operators Op1 and Op2, apply Proposition 7.1 and Lemma 7.5 to rewrite every

word of the form Op1 ◦ IAi
◦ D̂A1 · · · D̂Ai · · · D̂Ak ◦ ŷℓ as

−Op1 ◦ D̂
A1 · · · ŷ · · · D̂Ak ◦ ŷℓ + Op2 ◦ ŷ

ℓ ,

where Op2 is some operator that does not contain IAi
. Apply Step 0.

Step 4: Reapply Step 1.
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Step 5: In any given word, by virtue of Proposition 7.3, rewrite the left-most letter D̂A

as D̂T
A − IA ◦ ŷ −XA ◦ ŷ2 ◦ 1

h−3 .

Step 6: If any word contains the letter D̂, repeat Steps 0 through 5.

The remainder of the calculation amounts to rewriting combinations of non-derivative letters

UΘ1

1 · · · ◦ TΦ1♯
1 · · ·

in terms of hypersurface tractors via holographic formulæ. This process is generally tedious
and relies on dozens of identities arising from the Leibniz failure (both on the hypersurface and

in the ambient space), Lemma 7.5 (and its direct application to the hypersurface operator ˆ̄D),
Lemma 7.7, and the Gauss-Thomas formula (7.4). Some of these identities can be found in [6].
Finally, we can take the limit h → 5 to resolve R. This entire procedure was implemented using
FORM in the file

FORM-Proofs/General-tensor/Paneitz-tensor-algorithm2.frm.

That the proposed algorithm here terminates requires no proof, since we explicitly verified that
six iterations suffices. The result obtained from this computation is below:

− 8
d−5R =

(

4(2d−11)
d−5 LACLB

C + 4(d−3)(d−6)
d−5 FAB − 8

d−5W
AB ♯

)

◦ D̂T
A ◦ D̂T

B

+
(

4(2d−11)
d−5 LBC(

ˆ̄DBLCA)− 2(d2
−8d+17)

(d−1)(d−2)(d−5)(
ˆ̄DAK) + 4(3d−16)

d−5 NBLCDW
BCDA

− 4(3d−16)
d−5 NBL

A
CW

BC♯ + 4(d−4)
d−5 NBN

C(D̂CW
BA

· ·
)♯
)

◦ D̂T
A

− 2d4
−21d3+95d2

−200d+152
(d−1)(d−2)2(d−4)2 K2 + d−2

(d−4)2L ·J − 2(d−2)
(d−4)2L

4 + 4d3
−54d2+236d−344

(d−4)2 L·F ·L

+ (3d−16)(d−3)2

d−4 F 2 − 2(d−5)(d−6)
(d−4)2 LACLBDW̄ABCD + (d−5)(d−8)

(d−4)(d−7)(
ˆ̄DALBC)(

ˆ̄DALBC)

+ 4WN
B♯ ◦WNB

♯ + 4
3(d−5)(WNC[·

DWN
C
·]D)♯ − 4NBLAC

(

D̂AWBC
··

)♯

.

The above expression for R contains operators of the type WA ◦ D̂T
A ◦ D̂T

B which, strictly, are not

defined. However, because WA ◦XA = 0, as discussed earlier, we have used use the notation D̂T

for the left-most Thomas-D operator. This completes the proof. �

7.3. Proofs of Results 1.1, 4.1,5.1, 5.2, and 6.2.

Proof of Corollary 1.1. The proof mainly amounts to an application of Theorem 7.12. Because

the operator acts on scalar densities, we may use Theorem 7.4 to convert operators D̂T to ˆ̄D plus

lower order terms. The proof then splits into two separate computations. The first expresses ˆ̄DA◦

PΣ →֒M

2 ◦ ˆ̄DA in terms of Riemannian operators, while the second similarly handles the subleading
terms. The entire computation is carried out in FORM: the first computation can be found in
the file

FORM-Proofs/Paneitz-scalar/DbID2Db-scalar.frm

and the second in

FORM-Proofs/Paneitz-scalar/Paneitz-scalar-Riemannian.frm.

The final step uses Equation (2.4) to rewrite I̊Vab in terms of C⊤
n̂(ab) in order that the result can

be continued to d = 5 (and subsequently used in Theorem 1.2). Well-definedness of the final
result in d = 5 can be established by inspection. �

Proof of Theorem 4.1. As in Corollary 1.1, this theorem is also an application of Theorem 7.12.
Note that the normal tractor has weight zero in all dimensions, while the PΣ →֒M

4 acts on tractors
of weight 5−d

2 . Moreover, to use Theorem 7.12 in five dimensions we must compute in general d

and then continue to d = 5. Thus we introduce a scalar density τ of weight 5−d
2 and instead
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compute PΣ →֒M

4 (NAτ), continue to d = 5, and thereafter set τ to unity. Similarly to the previous

proof, handling the term D̂T B ◦ PΣ →֒M

2 ◦ D̂T
B(N

Aτ) term is challenging. It is computed in the
FORM file

FORM-Proofs/Paneitz-N/DtID2Dt-N.frm

The remainder of the computation is performed by the file

FORM-Proofs/Paneitz-N/Paneitz-N-Riemannian.frm

Finally, we again write I̊Vab in terms of C⊤
n̂(ab) so that the result is well-defined in d = 5. �

Proof of Lemma 5.1. This calculation is a significant exercise in Riemannian hypersurface ge-
ometry. We use three facts: First, acting on a weight w 6= 1 − d

2 tractor, the operator I ·D̂ is
given by

I·D̂
g
= ∇n + wρ− s

d+2w−2(∆ + wJ) .

Second, written in terms of the canonical extension I̊Ieab = ZA
a ZB

b PAB, we have that Ke = (I̊Ie)2.

Third, this canonical extension can be written as I̊Ieab = ∇anb + sPab + ρgab (see the discussion

in [6]). Using these facts, we can recast
...
K = I ·D̂3Ke as a Riemannian operator on tensors, at

which point the problem reduces to standard (albeit lengthy) hypersurface calculations, primarily
carried out in the FORM program

(7.36) FORM-Proofs/Riemannian-identities/Kddd.frm

In order to obtain a manifestly invariant result, we note that the operator Lab given by

Γ(⊙2
◦T

∗Σ[4− d]) ∋ t 7→ ∇̄·∇̄·t+ P̄ ·t ∈ Γ(EΣ[−d]) ,

described in [20] can act on three independent structures appearing in
...
K: namely,

I̊I3(ab)◦, 2 I̊I(a·F̊ b)◦, K I̊Iab ∈ Γ(⊙2
◦T

∗Σ[4− d]) .

The conversion (in five dimensions) of the result to expressions involving the weight −1 densities

Lab I̊I3(ab)◦, 2L
ab( I̊I(a·F̊ b)◦), and Lab(K I̊Iab) is carried out in the FORM file

FORM-Proofs/Riemannian-identities/L-ops.frm

Finally, we compute W⊤
ABCN

ˆ̄DAFBC in the FORM file

FORM-Proofs/Riemannian-identities/Wnt-DbFn.frm

The File (7.36) assembles the above computations into the final result. �

Proof of Theorem 5.2. In the proof of Theorem 4.1 above, we showed how to calculate PΣ →֒M

4 NA.
As noted in Equation (5.1), to calculate the obstruction density BΣ, we should first compute

PΣ →֒M

4 NA − 3I·D̂3(XAKe) and in turn

1
1440 (D̄A ◦ ⊤)

(

PΣ →֒M

4 NA − 3I·D̂3(XAKe)
)

.

To do so, we start with I·D̂3(XAKe), and employ a combination of the tractor and hypersurface
calculi developed above. This is carried out in the FORM program

FORM-Proofs/Paneitz-N/ID3xK.frm

Note that this computation involves
...
K and thus requires Lemma 5.1. Combining this result with

that for PΣ →֒M

4 NA, we can directly evaluate the obstruction; this is carried out in the FORM
program

FORM-Proofs/Paneitz-N/Obstruction-d5.frm

�
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Proof of Theorem 6.2. Because Σ is embedded as the conformal infinity of a Poincaré–Einstein
structure (M, c), from Theorem 1.8 of [6], we have that I̊Iab = F̊ ab = C⊤

n̂(ab) = 0. Consequently,

from Theorem 1.3 of the same, D̂T Σ
= ˆ̄D. Note that another straightforward consequence is

that Can̂n̂
Σ
= Bn̂a

Σ
= 0 (see [24, Proposition 4.3]), which implies that WNABC

Σ
= 0. Thus, to

prove the theorem, from Equation (6.2), it suffices to compute ˆ̄DA ◦ PΣ →֒M

4 ◦ ˆ̄DA. According to
Theorem 7.12, in this case we have that

PΣ →֒M

4
Σ
= 8

d−5

(

ˆ̄DA ◦ PΣ →֒M

2 ◦ ˆ̄DA −WAB♯ ◦ ˆ̄DA ◦ ˆ̄DB + d−4
2 NBN

C(D̂CW
BA

··
)♯ ◦ ˆ̄DA

)

.

We explicitly compute the operator ˆ̄DA ◦PΣ →֒M

4 ◦ ˆ̄DA using FORM to computing in dimension d,
and then continue to d = 5. First, we compute

( ˆ̄DB ◦ PΣ →֒M

2 ◦ ˆ̄DB ◦ ˆ̄DA)f

for f ∈ Γ(EΣ[ 7−d
2 ]) using the FORM file

FORM-Proofs/P6/DbP2Db-Dbf.frm

To reduce computational complexity, we take the resulting expression and feed it into the fol-
lowing two files which completes the calculation:

FORM-Proofs/P6/Paneitz-Dbf-Riemannian-PE.frm

FORM-Proofs/P6/Paneitz-Dbf-Riemannian-PE-cont.frm

These output the result displayed in the theorem. �
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